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Abstract 
Measurements of bi-directional flows in the Chicago River susgest that water 
from the North Branch could be flowing into the main branch during the winter months. 
A plausible explanation of this phenomenon is the potential occurrence of density 
currents ar the junction of the Chicago River with its Norlh and South branches This 
hypothesis is supported by the results from a three-dimensional hydrodynamic mode1 
(Bombardelli and Garcia, 300 l), but has not been proved with a physical model of the 
river . 
Motivated by the lack of direct observations, a physical model of the Chicaso 
River was buiIt in the Ven Te Chow Hydrosy stems Laboratory in order to investigate the 
conditions that could lead to the development of density currents as well the main 
hydrodynainic features of these flows. 
According to the available data, the water density gradient between the NoI-th 
Branch and rhe Chicago River was the most significant parameter involved in the 
ceneration of bi-directional flows. The difference in temperature and in the content ofw 
solids between both branches originated this density gradient. It was aIso established that 
the main source of inflow was the effluent of the North Side Water Reclamation Plant. 
This information guided the design and operation of the model. 
Themodel was designed based upon the densimetric Froude number similarity. It 
had a horizontal scale of 1 .to 250 and a vertical scale of 1 to 20. This distortion was 
needed to have measurable flow depths in the laboratory. In the model the excess 
fractional density between the North Branch and the Chicago River was exaggerated 100 
times, using a saline solution as a surrogate for the heavier inflow from the NB.. 
The model was tested for a constant inflow discharge from the North Branch and 
varying boundary conditions, such as the surface water elevation at Columbus Drive, and 
the density gradient between both branches. The experimental results demonstrated that a 
bi-directional flow could develop in the CR originated by density currents. A recent 
analysis of field observarions has confirmed the model's results (Appendix U). Additional 
tests performed to study preventive measures, such as water barriers, air curtains and a 
direcrional vane and sill, were unsuccessful mainly due to the scale of the model. 
Future work should concentrate in analyzing more field data to establish the 
source of the pollution (i. e. density differences) and boundary conditions that have lead to 
the development of bi-directional flows. This information should be useful to design and 
to test preventive measures with a tkree-dimensional hydrodynamic model similar to the 
one employed earlier by Bornbardelli and Garcia (2001), and with rhe help of field 
observations during time periods when density currents might be at play in the Chicaso 
River. 
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Hydraulic Engineering in Civil Engineering at the Graduate CoIlege of the University of 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 
The Chicago River (CR) is located in Chicago, Illinois and flows west from Lake 
Michigan, througl~downtown Chicago, and into the junction where it joins the North 
Branch (TcSB) and flows towards the South Branch (SB). By the end of the 19th century 
the CR went through major works to artificially modify the direction of the flow. The CR 
used to flow from the west towards Lake Michigan. carrying the untreated wastewater of 
the city into the Lake. which was the source of Chicago's public water supply. The 
contamination of the Lake produced public health problems and nuisance conditions. The 
River's flow reverse was achieved by the construction of the 28-mile long Sanitary and 
Ship Canal to connect the CR to the Des Plaines and Illinois River during the 1S90s, and 
the installation of gates and a diversion system at the shoreline during t l ~ e1930s. In 
recent years, more work has been done on the lock sates to minimize the amount of 
leakage from the lake into the river. 
Nowadays tlze sources of flow in the CR depend mainly on seasonal operational 
aspects. During summer water from the lake flows into the CR due to locking activities, 
passage of boats and ships from the lake to the CR and vice versa. and the discretionary 
-diversion of water to preserve the quality of the water in the river. During winter rhere is 
no inflow from the lake and the major inflow is from the NB.This branch carries treated 
1nunicipaI sewage effluent released by a plant located several miles upstream of the 
confluence of the branches. Other contributions are water from direct precipitation and 
discharges of water used for cooling purposes from neighboring buildings. 
In November 1999. a noticeable difference in the color of the water between Lake 
Michigan and the CR was observed by the Illinois Department of Natural Resources 
(IDNR) and later confirmed by the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater 
Chicago (MWRDGC). This observation was supported by measurements performed by 
the US Geological Survey (USGS) in 1998 that revealed a bi-directional flow in the CR. 
This finding suggests that water of poorer quality might be flowing into the CR and it 
could have an adverse impact on Lake Michigan. Furthermore, the CR has a higher use 
classification than the hB and SB, thus higher standards for water quality are required. 
Motivated by these findings, the MWXDGC, which manages the water flow and 
quality of the river, contacted researchers at the Ven Te Chow Hydrosystems Laboratory 
(VTCHL) at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and co-sponsored, together 
with the DNR,  a study to elucidate the causes and science of such phenomenon. The 
staff of tlie VTCHL submitted an explanation for the existence of bi-directional flow 
through the potential occurrence of density currents in the Chicago River. 
Density currents are flows driven by density differences that are initiated by 
various mechanisms such as the direct inflow of turbid river water, temperature gadients 
and dredging operations Density currents are well known to be capable of transporting 
contaminants, dissolved substances, and suspended particles for very long distances 
(Garcia, 1993, 1994). 
The potential occurrence of density currents in the Chicago River was supported 
by the results from a three-dimensional hydrodynamic simulation conducted by 
Bombardelli and Garcia (2001). However, such phenomenon has yet to be directly 
observed and the USGS observations of bi-directional flow constitute the only "smoking 
gun." Thus a hydraulic model study was conducted to assess the potential presence of 
density currents in the CR and to have a better understanding of its hydrodynamic 
features. 
1.2 Objectives and Scope of the Study 
There were two primary research objecrjves defined for this study. The first 
objective was to studg diverse flow conditions such as flow discharges, flow depth and 
density differences that could lead to the development of density currents in the CR. The 
experimental results could be used to explain the flow behavior obsewed by the USGS in 
terms of vertical density distribution and bi-directional flow velocity profiles. T11e second 
objective was to study preventive measures ro avoid the formation of density currents and 
to formulate recommendations to operate the system. The struczures tested were an air 
curtain, a water barrier and a combination of an underwater sill and a directionaI vane. 
Also, as part of the study fieId data was analyzed and recommendarions for conducting 
future field measurements were formulated. 
The first step of rhe study consisted in understanding the problem through the 
analysis of field data and the results of the numerical model. Based on this analysis, the 
design and the construction of the hydraulic mode1 proceeded. followed by the analysis of 
experimental results. Finally, the smdy of preventive measures was performed. 
The study was conducted in a distorted physical model of the CR system 
constructed in the VTCHL The model includes the Main Branch of the Chicago River 
CR extending to the North Pier Lock and Lake Michigan to the East. the hB extending to 
Grand Avenue to the North, and the SB extending to Monroe Street. The system includes 
an area of 2.SO by 1.25 krn that is presented in Figure 1.1. In order to fit the prototype 
section within the laboratoy space available, it was necessary to choose a horizontal 
scale factor of 1 to 250 with a vertical scale of 1 to 20. The distortion of the scales was 
necessary so that the flow depths would be measurable within the laboratory. Using a 
consistent scale of I to 250 would have resulted in a model depth of approximately 3 
centimeters (for a prototype depth of 7 to S meters). The chosen scaIes resulted in a 
vertjcal distortion of 12.5, which is acceptable for this type of model studies (ASCE, 
2000). 
Figure 1.1: Rlap of the Chicago River Showing Modeled Area. 
This report: is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the analysis of available 
field data from the USGS and the MWRDGC used in this study. Chapter 3 describes the 
theoretical mode1 for the development of density currents in the CR and the design and 
construction of the model. Chapter I presents the experiments to characterize the existing 
flow conditions. Chapter 5 describes the experimental study of preventive measures. 
Finally, Chapter 6 presents a summary and the main conclusions of the study. 
Chapter 2 Analysis of Field Data 
3.1 Introduction 
The analysis of field data served to assess the flow conditions that could lead to 
the development:of density current in the CR and to reproduce them in  the model. Field 
data of discharge, stage, warer quality and streamwise velocity were colIected and 
analyzed. Most of the data was provided by the USGS and the bIWRDGC and it was 
complemented with information presented by BombardeIli and Garcia (2001): and 
Shrestha and Melching (2003). 
2.2 Discharges 
The discharge in the CR is a combination of effluents from a wastewater 
treatment plant of the MWRDGC. combined sewer overflow from pumping stations, 
direct precipitation, and discharges from the heating and cooling system of buildings 
located along the riverbanks. Density currents could be occurring during the winter 
months when the flow in the CR is at its lowest value. For this condition, the main source 
of inflow is the discharge of the wastewater treatment plant I ocated in the NB. According 
to Shrestha and Melching (20031, after October about 75% of the discharge in the 
Chicago Waterways System comes from the water reclamation plant and less than 35 ft3/s 
(1 m3/s) is from the controlling works on the Calumet and Chicago Rivers at Lake 
Michigan. Hence, the range of input discharges for the hydraulic model should be in the 
order of magnirude of the discharses measured in the h% during winter. Next, the 
available discharge data used to select the representative set of experimental conditions is
-
presented. .. ,  
2.2.1 North Branch 
The USGS measures discharses in the NB ar two locations relevant for this study. 
The station furthest upstream is Station $ 05536105 NB Chicago River at AIbany 
Avenue, located 6.5 miles upstream from the junction with the Chicago River on a 
tributary to the Chicago Waterways System. There are measures of discharge and water 
surface elevation since 1990. The other station that is only 0.3 miles upstream of the 
------- 
junction is Station $05536 118 h33 Chicago River at Grand Avenue, where data has been 
collected since 2002. Table 3.1 shows the annual average and winter average values of 
daily water discharge in the NB.For the purpose of this study the duration of the winter 
period was defined from November to March when there is almost no passage of boats. 
Table 2.1: Average Values of Daily Surfacewater Discharge in NB. 
#05536105 NE Chicago River at #05536118 NB Chicago River atStation Albany Avenue Gran tl Avenue 
01110- 01111-2002 '" 8102/09 GUIO j  
02,'lO- 0211 1- OUI O- 02111-7003 90 43 'j7 2710 3 109 03/03 03/06 03/03 
03/10- 03111- 03110- / l - 
2004 04/09 l 3  04/03 04/09 'j2 03/04 j2 

1990- 2002-Averase 135 13' 5052003 2004 
At Albany Avenue the historical daily surface water discharge ranges from 90 to 
4156 ft3/s and the annual average daily surface water discharge is 135 ft3/s.The winter 
average is in the order of the annual average for 1990 through 2003. At Grand Avenue 
the available data shows that the avenge daily winter discharge is about 312 ft3/is,which 
is much Iarser than the hi storicall31 average values obtained at Albany -venue. 
Ideally, the incoming flow into the  model should be similar to the discharge 
measured at Grand Avenue. However, at the beginning of this study (2002) this 
information was not. available and the -selection of the inflow discharge was based on 
events registered by the USGS for the period between November 3 and December 3 1 of 
year 2002. For thar: period rhe average daiIy discharge measured at Grand Avenue was 
172 ft3/s. while at Albany Avenue was 50 ft3/s. Also. the effluent discharze from the 
North Side Water Reclamation Plant (MVRDGC) located 10.5 miles upstream of the 

Station # 05536123 CR at Columbus Drive since 1996. It is worth noticing that the 
measurements are affecred by the passage of boats from April to mid November and 
water diversion from the Lake from June to October. Also, from late 1997 to early 1999 
the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) repaired the gates and in 1999 and 2000 the 
JDNR constructed a new wall in the lnner Harbor. Table 2.2 presents the annuaI average 
and winter average values of daily water discharge in the Chicago River 
Table 2.2: Average Values of Daily Surface-Water Discharge in CR. 
In the CR the historical daily surface water discharge ranges from 119 to 465 f?/s 
and the annual mean daily surface water discharge is about 226 ft3/s. However, since 
200 1 the annual mean has decreased to 134 fi3/s,which could be a consequence of the 
repair works done prior TO2001. The winter mean daily surface water discharge is about 
73 ft3/s (7.1 m'ls), which also dropped to 13 ftys (0.4mvs) after the reparation works. 
This is a relatively small value compared to the discharge in the NB and it might be very 
sensitive to small disturbances in the system. 
For comparison purposes, the USGS also provided data to compare the 
measurements performed by the USGS with an ADCP and the estimated discharge 
prepared by the MWRDGC for water year 1998. These are shown in Figure 2.2 and 
Table 2.3.  The average discharges measured by the USGS shows good agreement with 
the historical value for that year while he estimared discharges prepared by the 
MWRDGC are smaller than the ones provided by the USGS. The average annual daily 
discharge is about 44% below the historical value and the average winter daily discharge 
is underestimated by 25%. It is not clear the reason why this discrepancy arises, but it 
might be linked to the hypothesis advanced by Duncker (2001) as follows. Accurate 
discharges measurements in the CR are difficult to compute due to the characteristic of 
the flow in this part of the river. The discharges are computed based on velocity 
measurements done with an acoustic velocimeter meter (AVM) every five minutes. Since 
the flow velocities are very small, between 0 and 0.06 mls and the cross sections are 
relatively large (415 m') the calculated discharges are relatively small and show large 
variance, from 0 to 17 m3/s. The data also shows evidence of negative discharges, i.e. 
flows toward the lake. Moreover, measurements of velocity and water temperature and 
conductivity performed by the USGS in the winter of 1998 revealed a bi-directional flow 
with the underflow moving towards the Lake. The inflows from the treatment plant 
CSOs, operations in the controlling works in the system discharps from nearby buildings 
and the effect of the wind add complexity to the problem. The USGS is working to 
develop methods to address this issue, particularly when there are bi-directional flows 
present. This observation is also supported by Shrestha and Melching (2003). They 
decided to use daily values in their study arguing that the short period measurements are 
"unbiased, but highly uncertain." 
Date 
Figure 2.2: Comparison of Discharges at Columbus Dr. Water Year 1998. USGS. 
Table 2.3: Comparison of Daily Average Daily Discharges at Columbus Dr. 
Average Averaze 
Discharge -4verage Average Water Discharge Discharge DischarsePeriod Period USGSYear MWRD MWRD 
(ft3/s) -OCP (ft3/s)(ft"s) (ft3/s) 
96/10- 96111-I998 3 63 206 S3 6297/09 97/03 
Regarding the effect of the discharges from nearby buildings, there are several 
facilities along the main branch that have discharse permits issued by the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA). Details about the facilities wirh currenl or past permits are 
listed in the EPA database at http: /Imw.epa.~ov/enviroll~tml/pcs/pcsquerv.htm1. Until 
1998 there were at least 1 1 facilities listed with permits and nowadays there are 5 
facilities with current permits and several others without information. One of the 
authorized dischargers is the Merchandise Mart located in the northwest side of the main 
stem between Orleans St. and Wells St., as it is shown in Figure 2.3. Ln order to illustrate 
the effect of these discharges, the USGS estimated the discharge from the source next to 
tlie bridge on Orleans St. to be in the order of I 0  ft3/s. This could be the discharge of a 
circular pipe with 3.5 ft of diameter and a flow velocity of Iftls. 
Figure 2.3: Location of Discharge from Merchandise Mart. 05/08/04. 
- -- 
2.3 Stage - Discharge Curve 
Another relevant parameter that defines the flow characteristics in a density 
current is the surface water elevation or stage in the CR and its relationship with the 
discharse. Based on field data provided by the USGS it was determined that the surface 
warer elevation is almost constant along the river system for the boundaries represented 
in the model basin and that is independent of the discharge in the river. It ranges between 
-3.07 A (-0.93 m) and 0.20 ft (O.06m). The supporting analysis of the field data is 
presented next 
The USGS measures stages at Columbus Drive and Chicago Lock in the CR and 
at Grand Avenue in the NB. The stations in the CR me separated by 0.7 miles and 
according to the USGS their measurements replicate. Table 2.1 shows the data measured 
at station #05536 121 CR at Chicago Lock. 
Table 2.4: Average Daily Values of Surface-Water Stage at Station CR. 
Station #05536121 Chicago River at Chicago Lock, Chicago, Ik 
,4nnual Annual Annual WinterWater Period Average h!taximum Minimum Period AverageYear 
,(fi) (ft) (A) (ftl 
1999 98110-99109 NA NA NA 98/11-99/03 -1.78 
99/11-00103 -1.85 
2001 00110-01/09 -1.95 0.20 -2.77 00/11-0lIO3 -2.10 
2002 01110-02/09 
-- 
-1 84 01/11-02/03 -1890.26 -307  
--
2003 02110-03/09 -1.31 -2.92 02111-03/03 -1.94 
2000 - 2003 -I .S9 -0.29 -2.85 1999 - 2003 - I .95 
The annual mean surface water stage and the winter mean water s.tage oscillate 
around -2 ft (-0.61 m) and the extremes range from -3.07 ft (-0.93 m)to  0.20 ft (0.06111). 
For the period 2000-2003 the annuaI mean is -1.89 ft (-0.58 m) and the winter mean is -
1.95 ft (-0.59 m), Additionally, the data from station $05536118 NB Chicago River at 
Grand Avenue for the period from 11/02/02 to 02112103 yields an average surface water 
stage of - 1.86 ft (-0.57 m), which is similar to the stage at Chicago Lock for that same 
period of time. 
h order to build a rating curve ofthe CR that could be replicated in the model, the 
historical data for stase at Chicago Lock and daily discharge at Columbus Drive were 
used. Also, for the purpose of this study the period was limited to the wintertime. Using 
the information provided by the USGS, raring curves for years since 1998 were 
developed. All of them showed a very weak dependence between the water stage and the 
discharse. F i g r e  2.4 presents the results on which the ratins curie is shown by the linear 
interpolation that shows a very weak dependence between suface water stage and 
discharge. 
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Figure 2.4: Stage-Discharge Relations in the CR 
For all the years analyzed, the discharge ranged between -200 and 350 f i31s and 
the stage oscillated between -1.5 fi and -2.5 ft. This represents a variation of -1 ft in 550 
ft3/s, i.e. the srase is independent of the discharge for rhe purpose of this srudy. This 
result was expected because the entire Chicago Water System is subject to control 
operations and according to the USGS the goal is to maintain the water level at around -2 
ft in the CR. 
In conclusion, the water elevation in the CR is represented in the model according 
to the historical surface water s t a p  independently from the discharge. 
2.4 Water Quality and Velocity Measurements 
Water quality and velocity measurements were analyzed to assess the conditions 
rhat could induce the bi-directional flow observed in tlie CR and to test them in the 
model. It was of particular interest to estimate the densiq differences between the inflow 
from the NB and the water in the CR that could produce the observed phenomenon. 
At the beginning of t h i s  smdy, the only data available corresponded to events 
registered by the USGS in the winter of 1998. Tliese data, first analyzed by Bornbardelli 
and Garcia (2001). were used ro establish the boundary conditions in the model. Later on 
in the study. measurements of temperature and dissolved solids in the CR and BN 
performed by the USGS became available. This information was completed with point 
measurements of temperature in the CR and NB collected by MU'XIDGC and was used to 
elaborate in more detaiI the hypothesis of density current. Finally. at the end of this study, 
velocity measurements at Colurnbus-Drivetaken by the USGS during winter 2004 served 
to confirm the existence of bi-directional flows due to a density gradient. Next, the 
analysis of the available data is presented. 
2.4.1 E,vents of 1998 (USGS) 
During the winter of 1998 the USGS measured velocity profiles in the CR that 
revealed the existence of bi-directional flow, where the lower layer moved in direction to 
Lake Michigan and the upper Iayer moved in the opposite direcrion. The first evidence of 
this phenomenon was observed at Columbus Drive on January 11, 1998 when the 
reported daily discharge was -135 ft3/s (-3.82m3/sj and the maximum streamwise 
velocities were +0.06 m/s (0.197 ft/s) for the overflow and -0.07 mls (-0.23 511s) for the 
underflow. The flow depth was 33.0 ft (7.0 m) and the interface was located at 7 .6ft (2.3 
m) from the boaom, i.e. at about 33% of the flow depth. Then, on February 19, 1995, 
again at Columbus Drive the observations showed the same flow pattern as in the earlier 
measurement. The daily discharge was -25 f?/s (-0.71 m'ls) and magnitude of the 
streamwise velocities in both flow directions were in the order of 0.3 Ws, similar to the 
range measured in the first observation. The flow depth was 22 f~ (6.7 m) and the 
interface was situated at 10.0 fi (3.0 mj  from the bottom, which represents 45% of the 
flow depth. One month later, on March 19, 1993 streamwise velocity profiles were 
measured at McClurg Court (Fountain). Wabash Avenue, and La Salle St, with an ADCP 
and at Columbus Drive with an AVM. Since the instruments did not: register the bottom 
elevation, i n  all these measurements the bottom elevation was estimated assuming a 
constant surface water elevation of about 0.33 m belou: the datum at Columbus DR, 
throughout the CR. Figure 2.5 shows the position of the measurements along the CR and 
Figure 2.6 presents the actual profiles. 
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Figure 2.5: Location of Velocity Measurement. USES 03/19/98. 
Figure 2.6: VelociQ measurement in the Chicago River. USGS 03/19/98. 
These proiles also show similarities with rhe previous observations as it is 
depicted in Figure 2.6, where the negative velocities point towards Lake Michigan. The 
discharse reported at Columbus Drive was imvs  (35 ft3/s) and the surface water s t a y  
was located _at-0.23 m i-0.75 ft). which was liisl~erthan usual due to filling operations of 
the lock at Lockport (Duncker, personal communication). -4s the underflow flows toward 
-	 the Lake, the thickness of the lower Iayer decreases and its maximum velociry increases 
and the opposite behavior is observed for the overflow. The velocity profiles are more 
symmetric close to the junction and become more skewed towards the Lake, at Columbus 
and McClurg. The maximum streamwise velocities range between 0.05 m/s (0.17 fus) 
and -0.03 m/s (-O.l3ftls), in agreement with previous observations. The position of the 
interface oscillates in the cross sections as follows: 0.47 of the flow depth at La Salle ST., 
0.46 at Wabash Avenue, 0.44 in Columbus Drive, and 0.32 at McClurg Court. Table 2.5 
presents the main flow characteristics for dl the cross section: The distance from Lake 
Michigan D, the cross section width B, the total flow depth H. the position of the zero 
velocity line z, measured from the bottom. the maximum velocities of the overflow 
Unlasovrr i ~ ~ l d  the average velocities of the overflow U,,,,,e,underflow Unwxxndcr, 	 and 
-- --- 
underflow U,,lm,na,cr,the discharges per unit width of the overflow cloycr and underflow 
qlllldtrr and the total discharges of the overflow Q,,, and underflow Qundrr.The hydraulic 
radius R and the Reynolds number Re were aIso computed. 
Table 2.5: Summary of  Velocity Parameters. Event 03/19/98. 
Discharge = lm31s. Position of Water Surface = -0.2; rn 
Location La Salle Wabash Columbus McClurg 
D [m) 2073 1598 1047 752 
I3 (m) 85 69 5 5 70 
H (m) 7.5 1 7.95 7.19 7.32 
2,(m) 3.5 j.6 3.6 2.3 
pp
z , k l  1 0.47 0.46 0.44 0.32 
Overflow 
K1Jrrlulsovc.r (mls) 0.037 0.054 0.043 0.0: 8 
U:wScw<r (MIS) 0.026 0.033 0.030 0.022 
q w c r  (m31s/ml 0.11 0.14 0.13. 0.11 
Qurs r=qorc r*B (m3/s> 9 10 6 S 
Underflow 
Umox~lndz r( m / ~ )  -0.019 -0.029 -0.026 -0.041 
U;Ij.gLllldL'r (m/ S  ) -0.012 ' -0.018 -0.010 -0.03s 
qundcr I ~ ~ / ~ / ~ )  -0.04 -0.06 -0.04 -0.04 
Qundc.r=q,ii,c~er*B (m3/5) -0.04 -0.06 -0.04 -0.04 
Ruurdcr (m) 3.2 3.3 3.2 2.2 
Temperature (T) 4.5 4 3.6 3.4 
ppp 
25,135 19,678R e ~ ~ l , d ~ r = U ~ , - ~ u n d ~ r * R ~ l ~ ~ d c r l ~  37,081 24,682 
The velocity distributions presented previously show the same pattern across and 
dong the river and repeat themselves during winter time when there are very small mean 
flows. This phenomenon ha; not been detected during summer time when there is a 
significant flow towards the junction. This reinforces the idea that this type of flow 
occurs when there are close-to-null discharges in the river as stated by Bombardelli and 
Garcia (2001). Moreover; according zo these authors this type of vertical velociry 
distribution does not correspond to wind induced profiIes. 
Additionally, the USGS measured vertical profiles of water temperature and 
specific conductivity at Franklin Av., Wabash Av., Columbus Dr., and Lake Shore Dr. 
for the event of March 19,1998. Based on this data Bombardelli and Garcia (2001) 
computed density profiles using the fomulas by Wuest et d. (1992) that takes into 
account the effect of the temperature and the dissolved solids corrected by the effect of 
the suspended solids quantified by Garcia's formula (1990), as follows: 
where p is the density in kg/m3, T the temperature in "C and S is the salinity 
expressed in terms of the electrical conductivity measured at 20°C. 
This relationship is plotted on F i ~ r e2.7 for a range of values characteristic of the 
CR. It shows that at 4°C the water density changes behavior. This threshold becomes 
relevant for rhe case in srudy as it is explained further in this section. 
Figure 2.7: Water Density as a Function of Temperature and Solids. 
For the set of measurements used to calculate the density profiles it was found 
that the change in density due to solids was mainly affected by the presence of total 
dissolved solids and not by the suspended solids. Figure 2.8 depicts the resulting density 
profiles at the center of each cross section 
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Figure 2.8: Density Profiles in CR. 03119198. 
The resulting density profiles showed a stable and gradual stratification 
throughout the Chicago River. regardless of the presence of unstable water temperature 
.profilesin some cross sections. There is not a single in-rerfaceseparating layers of fluid of 
different density 
Table 2.6 summarizes the main features of the density profiles in the CR,with the 
foIlowing parameters: distance from the Lake D; position of the bottom of the cross 
section below the water surface b; the temperatures of the bottom and surface Tsu,factand 
Tbotrunl.and the density of the bottom, sudace and averase within the profile Pslrri.;lcr, 
and p,,,. Fig re  2.9 shows the spatial e-4 olution of these parameters. 
- - 
---- 
Table 2.6: Summary of Density Parameters. Event 03/19/88. 
Discharge = ~rn"s, Position of Water Surface= -0.2;m 
Location Franklin Wabash Columbus Lalie Shore 
(m> 2073 1598 1047 752 
(4 5.5 6.7 6.1 7.3 
Tst~f icsPC) 3.63 3.04 2.95 2.79 
Tbo t ~ omPC) j,s8 
Psurrilte (kg/m3) 1000.59 1000.49 1000.45 1000.42 
Pbuitor~r (kdm3) 1000.70 1000.80 1OOO.81 1000.78 
P,YcL, &dm3)  1000.64 1000.62 1000.59 1000.52 
~ . ~ o o ~0.0003 0.0004 0.0004 
( - ) ~ . o ~ o o ~0.00013 0.00014 1 0.00011 
~ ~ b o u r o m - ~ ~ l l r f a c s ) ~ p h ~ ~ r f a c c  
2073 1-5 Y8 1047 751. 
Dis~ancc.froin I l~eLake (~n) 
Figure 2.9: Spatial Evolution of Temperature and Density in the CW.03/19/98, 
Figure 2.9 shows that there is a gradient of temperature within the vertical and the 
longitudind direction mainly due to the presence of the Lake. At he time of the 
measurements the locks had not:been repaired and leakage from the Lake was noticeable. 
Thus, the temperatures decrease towards the Lake in the CR and the maximum drop in 
temperature occurs between Franklin and Wabash. Since the temperalure of the surface is 
below 3 "C its density decreases towards the Lake while the temperature of the bottom 
layer is above 4 "C, thus its density increases towards the Lake. 'In the region bemeen the 
supeficiaI and bottom layer the behavior of the density behavior is not so clear, because 
the temperature oscillates near 4°C and there is an exchange of temperature between 
layers by convective diffusion and other thermal processes. As a result there is an 
interlayer where density varies gradually to match the density of the surface and bottom 
layers. 
The resulting excess fractional density between the( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c ~ ~ ~ } I ~ s u ~ t ~ i c i : ~ ~  

surface and bottom is approximately equal to 0.0001 at Franklin and from Franklin to 
Wabash this difference increases to about three times and the maximum value of 0.0004 
occurs at Lalce Shore Drive. For the hydraulic model these values were used as reference 
to establish the initial density difference between the inflow from the hB and the water in 
the CR. Clearly, this ranse of values underestimates the actual density gradient between 
both branches. It does not consider the mixing that occurs upstream of the monitoring 
station Franklin and at the interface along the density current as it was found during rhe 
experimental phase described in Chapter 4. 
This stratification pattern is associated with the bi-directional flow observed the 
same day. Presumably. these phenomena are the product of a density current that occurs 
when an inflow of water from the NB with higher density than the water in the CR 
plunges underneath it and flows towards the Lake. A more detailed analysis of this 
process and the conditions necessary to produce it are described in the next sections 
where additional data from the N3 and CR are presented. 
2.4.2 Density Profiles Events 2002-2004 (USGS) 
The USGS cojlected measurements of vertical profiles of temperature, specific 
conductivity, DO and PH at Grand Avenue in the XI3 and at Columbus Drive in the CR 
for 7 events between 2002 and 2004. Arncllg these events, two were registered 
simultaneously for both branches during winter and only one during summer. These data 
provided more insisl~ton the stratification patterns in both branches. Density profiles and 
the excess factional density for each event and cross section were computed using 
equation 2.1. Figures 2.10 and 2.11 show the stratification pattern in borh branches 
during winter, while Figure 2.12 shows a case during the summer. In these figures the 
density is expressed in kgm3.Appendix I contains the original data for dl the monitored 
events. 
The measurements of specific conductivity show that the NB presents higher 
values than the CR. The specific conductivity is a surrogate for the dissolved solids 
content in the water column, thus this observation agrees with the fact that most of the 
flow in the NB comes from a wastewater treatment plant having a higher content of 
solids that the water in the CR. Also, in tlze NB the distribution of the solids in the water 
column can be considered homogenous or weakly stratified during the year, while in the 
CR there is vertical stratification during winter. 
The measurements of temperature reveal that the water i n  the NB is warmer than 
the temperature in the CR During winter the h33 shows little thermal srratification and it 
can be considered well mixed, while the CR presents vertical stratification with 
temperature differences between the surface and bottom rangng from 1.3 "C to 3.I O C .  
Also, the gradient of temperature between the NB and the CR ranges between I "C 
(surface) and 4.5 "C (bottom). In summer the distributjon of temperature remains about 
the same but the difference in temperature between the surface and bottom in the CR is 
smaller than in winter (about 2 "C). Also, the gradient of temperature between the NB and 
CR is about 2 "C at the bottom and negligible at the top. 
The computed density fields demonstrate that the CR is verticaIIy stratified and in 
comparison, the NB shows a very weak vertical stratification. For the two winter cases 
analyzed, the water in the CR has st higher density than the one in the NB and the excess 
fractional density between both branches is in the brder of - 0  15x10". In the summer, the 
data from a single event shows that the gradient of density between both branches 
changes direction, and the excess fractional density is about: 0.2~10". 
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Figure 2.10: Density Field at Grand -4v. and Columbus Dr. 11106102. 
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Figure 2.11: Density Field at Grand Av. and Columbus Dr. 03102104. 
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Figure 2.12: Density Field at Grand Av. and Columbus Dr. 05/06/03. 
Figure 3.13: Density Field at CoIumbus Dr. 03/18/98. 
In summary, the CR presents thermal and density stratification in the vertical and 
longitudinal directions. which is stronger in winter. These patterns are similar to the ones 
observed in March 19, 1998, (Figure 2.13) w11en st bi-directional flow was also detected 
and it was proposed that they were product of a density current. However, in the new 
cases there is no information of velocity profiles to support this idea. Moreover, the data 
shows that for the new cases the difference in density between both branches is very 
small, and that the water in the CR is heavier than the one in the NB in the winter, 
precluding the occurrence of density currents. 
Apparently, from the observations of temperature profiles in 1998, the bi-
-directional flows due to density cu6ents are more likely to  occur when the water 
temperature in the CR drops below 4 "C. In this case, since the inflow from the NB 
usually exhibits higher temperatures than the water in the CR, above 4 "C, and a larger 
content of dissolved solids, it is more feasible that a density current could develop. 
-4ssuming that the tempgrature of the inflow is such that its densiry is larger than the 
superficial layer of the CR and smdtIlel or equal to the density of bottom layer, the inflow 
will plunge under the superficial layer and an interflow will develop whenever rhe 
underflow reaches a region of matching density. At the plunging region colder water will 
entrain the interlayer and by mixing the temperature of the interlayer will drop and its 
density wilI increase as a long as its temperature is above 4 "C. There will d s o  be an 
exchange of mass between the interlayer and the bottom layer. -4s the interlayer moves 
towards the Lake and the surface water towards the junction, shear stresses at the 
interface between both layers will induce further entrainment of colder water into the 
interlayer. The density difference between the upper layer and the interlayer will increase 
and the interlayer will merge with the bottom layer. This process will continue until the 
buoyancy associated with the density difference outgrows the turbulent kinetic energy 
available to break the stratification. From the density profiles obtained in h9arch 19, 
1998, it seems that most of the enrrainment and mixing occurs bemeen Franklin and 
Wabash and from W-abash to Lake Shore Drive the exchange of mass is not significant. 
A1so. a Feat amount of mixing should occur at the plunging zone and junction. 
Finally, data provided by MWDRGC reveals that the system does present suitable 
conditions for the development of density currents as it is described in the next section. 
2.83 Measurements of Local W-atcr Quality Parameters 1998-2003 (IVIFVIRDG-C) 
The MWRDGC has hourly measurements of water temperature and dissolved 
oxygen between 1998 and 2003 at the following locations relevant for this study: Kinzie 
Street in the NB near the upstream boundary of the model: Clark Srreer in the CR; and 
Jaclcson Boulevard in the SB near the downstream boundary of the model. The depth at 
which the monitoring probes were placed was 5 ft from the water surface. The average 
temperature T and the average amount of dissolved oxygen DO for the specified water 
year and the winter period of each year are summarized in Table 2.7. The analysis of this 
data confirms the observations reported by Polls et al. (2000). The NB exhibits higher 
temperatures than the CR and the SB. Amongst these three Branches the water in the CR 
is the coldest and presents the highest amount of DO and the average temperature 
difference among them is smaller than 5 "C.Also, the poorer water quality in the NB is 
associated with the existence of a water treatment plant upstream of the j unction, which is 
the major source of  discharge in the NB. 
Table 2.7: Average Temperatures and Average DO in the CR (MWRDGC). 
In order to assess the magnitude and frequency of events that could potentially 
lead to density currents, the density gradienr:between the NB and CR, Ap, was computed 
for a11 the available data. The densities were calculated using equation (2.1) neglecting 
the effect of dissolved solids (salinity). Figure 2.14 depicts the temporal evolution of the 
resulting excess fractional density defined as Aplp were p is the density of the water in 
the CR and the difference in DO. A positive value of Aplp indicates thar the warer in the 
hB presents a higher density than the water in the CR, this phenomenon occurs 
simultaneously when the difference in DO between the CR and NB drops noticeably 
below 2 rngl. 
Date 
Figure 2.14: Temporal Evolution of Ap/p and ADO. winter 2001-2002. 
For positive values of Aplp the following fizures were also estimated: the total 
amount of hours when this occurred, the totd amount of hours for which the water 
temperature in the CR is below 4 "C,the total amount of hours for which these two 
conditions occurred simultaneously, and the duration of the longest of these last events. 
Table 2.8 presents these results. 
- - 
Table 2.8: Summary of lE,ventsthat Codd Produce Bi-DirectionaI Flows. 1999-2003. 
Total Total TotalUrater A ~ / ~ l m a x  A ~ i ~ m u l  houri Max. 

Year Period x1om3 ]lours hours duration
both 
11101198- 0.2 244 
2000 10/01/99-09/31/00 o, l  -0.5 209 1152 65 65 
734 1063 391 237 
375 624 39 23 
As it was proposed for the went of Marc11 19,1998, a density current could 
prodlice the bi-directional flow in the CR where the water in the CR exhibits 
temperatures close to 4 O C  and the excess fractional density between the superf~cialand 
bottom layer in the CR are as low as 0.1~10".Hence, assuming that Aplp between the 
NB and CR i1-1the order of magnitude of 0 1x10" can also produce a bi-directional flow, 
the figures in Table 3 8 show that during the winter months there had been a few times 
when the conditions where appropriate for the development of a density current. It is also 
relevant to notice the duration of these events, which can extend for several. days. Also, 
considering that there are many hours where Aplp is negative bur very close to zero when 
the temperature in the CR is below P C ,if rhe effect of the content of dissolved solids is 
added to the estimation of the density in both branches. most probably there would be 
more events that could give ori@nto a bi -directional flow. 
-Therefore, tliese d a ~ aconfirm the need .to study the problem and continue 
monitoring the water quality together with velocity measarements in both branches of the 
river to assess the real magnitude and impact of the problem 
2.4.4 New Velociq Measurements 2004 (USGS) 
Recently. velocity measurements performed by the USGS between December 
2003 and December 2004 at CoIumbus Drive became available. These measurements 
were done with an ADCP, located at the bottom of the section, which also measures the 
local temperature of the flow at 0.6 m above the bottom. Currently, this information is 
being examined but a preliminary analysis has revealed that bi-directional flows stiIl 
occur in the CR even after the repair works at the lock were completed and the leakage 
from the Lake reduced. A detailed andysis of the dara collected in January 2001 is 
presented in the paper "Density current events in the Chicago River'' by Garcia C.M. et 
al. (2005) included in Appendix II. 
The 370" projected velocity contour plots obtained with the software U7inRiver 
show bi-directional flows for several occasion ,which are summarized in Table 2.9. 
Table 2.9: Summary of Events with Bi-Directional Flows. 2003-2004. 
Figure 2.15 presents the temporal evoIution of the veIocity and temperature 
measured durinvg the event of January 1st, -2004.The.horizontal axis shows the date and 
the vertical axis shows the temperature and velocity towards the Lake. Negative 
velocities indicate flows towards the junction. Also, the vertical profiles of velocity at 
four different times we shown on Figure 2.16. The vertical axis represents the position 
above the bottom. 
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Figure 2.15: Temporal Evolution of the Velocity and Temperature. OIlOB104. 
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Figure 2.16: Velocity Profiles. 0110 1/04. 
The occurrence of the bi-directional flow during January lst, 2004, is associated 
with an increase in the temperature of the water measured at Columbus Drive, from 4 "C 
to 8 O C .  Also. that day the temperature in the NB was close to  8 "C, thus it is reasonable 
to assume that the change in temperature in the CR was due to the intrusion of the water 
from the NB 
Regarding the evolution of rhe flow pattern. at the beginnins there is some flow 
towards the Lake and small perturbation at the bottom evidence of a negligible flow 
towards the Lake. For the second time step, a bi-directional flow is observed, where the 
underflow occupies 60% of the total flow depth. There is some symmetry between the 
overflow and underflow velocity profiles. As times progresses the underflow becomes 
more skewed to the bottom and the effect of the bottom friction on the underflow is 
noticeable. In the final stage the symmetry is brolcen and the underflow occupies only the 
lower third of the total flow depth 
This event: presents similar features to the ones observed in the winter of 1998. 
Also, tbe preliminary analyses of the remaining events of 2004 show andogous results. 
In all the events there is change in temperature in the CR and in some of them, the 
velocity signal shows evidence of an increase in the amount of particles in the CR. These 
findings suggest that density current transporting heavier water from the NB propagates 
dong the bottom of the CR There is still uncertainty in the limiting values of the 
boundary cfinditions that originate this type of flow, such as the temperature gradient and 
difference in solids content .between both branches. Further analyses and monitoring of 
the water quality in both branches are required to estabIish the source of the polluted 
flow, which most probably corresponds to the effluent of the Nortk Side Water 
Reclamation Plant. 
The hydraulic model study presented in the next chapters served to clarify some 
of the hydrodynamic conditions that could lead to the occurrence of density currents in 
the CR. 
Chapter 3 Model Design and Construction 
3.1 Introduction 
For the purposes of this study the area of analysis is Iimited to the north by Grand 
PLY. and to the south by Monroe St. Tile CR is modeled entirely including the CRCW 
loclc area. 
According to the analysis of field data, the observations of bi-directional flow 
measured in the winter of 1998 can be explained by the occurrence of density currents. In 
winter, the locking activjries are minimal and the discrerj onxy  diversion from Lake 
Michigan stops. Thus, negecting precipitation and inflows from nearby buildings, the 
only input to the system is the inflow of treated wastewater corning form the NB. This 
water has a higher conrent of solids and a larser temperature than the water in the CR. 
Considering that the water in the CR sometimes exhibits temperatures near or below 4 "C 
and density decreases for temperatures below that tllreshol d. the resulting difference in 
density between the NB and the CR is positive. Then, when the warmer and heavier flow 
coming from the NB meets the CR, plunging of the inflow occurs in the vicinity of the 
junction. From that point on an underflow of the warmer water towards the Lake 
develops and by conservation of mass an overflow of the cooler water towards the 
.junction also occurs. 
The hydrauIic mode1 study was performed based on the above conditions. The 
density difference was achieved by using a saline solution as a surrogate for the heavier 
inflow from the NB.Next, the design criteria are explained in more detail and the 
construction of the model is  presented. 
3.2 Hydraulic Similarity 
In order to relate flow observations and data obtained from the mode1 to prototype 
phenomena, and vice versa, similarity principles must be satisfied. These principles refer 
to geometric, kinematic, and dynamic similarity. Geometric similarity between model 
and prototype is fulfilled if the ratio of all corresponding dimensions in model and 
prototype are equal. Kinematic similarity exists if the ratios of the velocity and 
acceleration vectors are equal. Dynamic similarity requires geometric similarity and that: 
the hornolo~ousforces between prototype and model are in the same ratios. Practical 
considerations make it difficult to meet all these requirements. Usually in a flow situation 
there are several forces involved and it is unfeasible to replicate dl the corresponding 
similarity ratios in the model. Thus, it is necessary to identify which are the dominant 
farces and design the model based on the corresponding dimensionless number. The 
model results could be t l~encorrected to account for the effect of the other forces not 
considered. A1 so, geometric distortion introduces an additional complexity. There is no 
Ionger geometric similarity and the results should also be corrected or applied with care 
when making predictions on the prototype. 
In the CR sysrem. field data suggest that density currents develop along the main 
stem during winter. Assuming that this is the case, the occurrence of this phenomenon 
involves inertia, buoyancy, friction and entrainment among other processes, (Schijf and 
Schonfeld, 19531, and their relevance in the flow varies spatially as it is described nest. 
The first event occurs when an inflow from the NB meets the drnost stagnant water in the 
CR. The inflow qz  has a density p;! hisher than the density of the receiving water pl, and 
plunging of the inflow occurs in the vicinity of the junction. At the plunge region ambient 
water is emrained into the inflow mixing and diluting it and creatinvg and underflow cl3 of 
density p3.F i s r e  3.1 shows a sketch of the process near the plunging region. The excess 
momentum of the resulting flow pushes the more stagnant river water ahead of it. In this 
region the transport is dominated by advection and there is enough turbulent kinetic 
e n e r a  to maintain the underflow well mixed. After a certain distance the momentum of 
the underflow is dissipared by friction with the boitom and buoyancy effects, which are 
associated with the density gradient between the two flows, dominate the transport. At 
this point in the flow field the density current is well established and the front moves 
towards Lake Michigan and by conservation of volume an overflow towards the junction 
also occurs. Along the flow interfacial mixing can also occur which requires the release 
of turbulent kinetic e n e r a  by the buoyancy flow. 
Figure 3.1: Plunging Region. 
Accordingly. the representation of d1 these phenomena in the model would 
require the satisfaction of several similitude ratios, which is unfeasible. Moreover: if 
trmspofl, spreading and mixing processes that are relevant in the study of preventive 
measures are considered, the problem becomes even more complex. Therefore, the 
selection of the dominant similitude criteria is cruciaI to establish rhe applicability of the 
model. Next, a brief discussion of the sirniIarity requirements that must be satisfied in the 
lnodel follows. 
In the Chicago River the key issue is the propagation of North Branch waler along 
the bottom by a density current. In this type of stratified flow the driving force of the flow 
is the flow buoyancy force or effective gravity force (p2-pl)g -4.1~0, if the density 
-. 
differences are small and viscous effects are neglected, the dimensionless parameter that 
defines the dynamic similitude between the model and prototype systems is the 
densimetric Froude number, Fd, or the Richardson number, Ri .  These numbers establish 
the balance between buoyancy and inertial forces and are defined as follows: 
where g is the acceleration of gravity, Ap/p = (p2-pl)/pl is the excess fractional 
density, h is the mean flow depth, and U is the cross-sectional mean velocity. The 
Richardson number also indicates the stability of a stratified flow: large values of the 
Richardson number correspond to stable stratification. Consequently, dynamic similitude 
between lnodel and prototype is satisfied if the Richardson numbers are equal in model 
and prototype. 
The previous criterion was derived neglecting viscous effects. Field data suggest 
that during winter time rhe underflow in the CR is turbulent, thus friction effects should 
not be relevant. However, friction forces exerted by the bed shear stress and the interface 
shear stress might affect the main feahrres of the flow, such as the shape and extension of 
the underflow, velocity profiles. position of the interface, position of the zero-velocity 
line, and the position and characteristic of the plunging point, among others Therefore, in 
order to account for viscous effects it: is necessary that the ReynoIds number, defined as 
the ratio between inertial and viscous forces, be equal in the prototype and the model. 
The Reynolds number Re is defined as: 
where p is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. The Reynolds number also 
characterized the degree of turbulence of the flow. For Re larger than 500 the flow- is 
considered ro be turbulent. 
Since the same fluid of the prototype is used in the scale model. it is not feasible 
to satisfy simultaneously the equality of the Richardson number and 'Reynolds number. In 
the model the Reynolds number is smaller than in the prototype, even for a distorted 
model where the values of model Reynolds number are increased, and viscous forces are 
exaggerated in comparison with nature, In order to maintain the correct balance between 
bed fricrion and buoyancy forces as would exist in the prototype it would be necessary to 
- < 
modify the slope of the river, which is proportional to the ratio of friction coefficients 
between the model and the prototype Wilkinson (199 1). However, this operation was not 
perfom-ed mainIy due to the complex geometry of the bottom, where the bottom dope 
changes direction dong the CR as it is iIlustrated in Figure 3.2. Moreover, there is 
uncertainty in the values of the friction coefficients. According to Abraham and Eysink 
(1971), the interfacial shear stress coefficient is inversely proportional to the Reynolds 
number for laminar flows and it becomes independent of the Reynolds number for 
Reynolds larger than about 10.000. Also, the ratio of both friction coefficients varies 
from 0.32 to 0.42 for ~e-10"o lo5, t h ~ ~ sif the bed friction is represented adequate1y the 
interfacial coefficient would also be modeled correctly for a wide ranze of Reyi~oIds 
number. On the same topic, -4rita and Jirka (1988) derived expressions for the 
entrainment coefficient and interfacial coefficient as functions of the Reynolds number 
and Richardson number. They assumed a two layer model using the zero velocity line as 
a limit between the two layers instead of the density interface. For laminar regimes, 
Re<500. the entrainment coeficient and interfacial coefficient are inversely proportional 
to the ReynoIds number. For flows with ReXOO, if the flow is highly stratified, these 
coeficients are inversely proportiona1 the square root of the Reynolds number. For very 
turbulent flows these coefficient become independent of the Reynolds number. 
Accordingly, laboratoql experiments with small Reynolds number can adequately 
reproduce weakly stratified flows (Riel) but are not suitable for modeling strongly 
buoyant flows (Rizl). 
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Figure 3.2: Chicago River Bed Bathymetry. 
In order to overcome some of these problems it is commonly accepted as a 
sufficient scaIing condition to have Reynolds numbers in the same range of flow behavior 
and adjust: the parameters that depend on the Reynolds number accordingly with its 
relevance in the study. 
Vertical distortion also introduces limitations in the modeling, reducing the 
accuracy of geometric and dynamic similitude. VerticalIy distorted models can reproduce 
good overall flow patterns, as for example streamwise flow profiles, but they are not 
capable of replicating local details and for some cases the flow conditions measured in 
the model deviate dramatically from the ones observed in  nature. The distoriion of the 
aspect ratio of the flow produces altered three and two-dimensional flow patterns and 
pressure distributions. The flow cross sections in the model have larger flow depths and 
greater vertical gradients than in the prototype, which results in differences in the 
represenration of velocity distributions over the flow depth. Also, shear stresses and 
friction effects are exaggerated and the ratios between vertical and horizontal forces 
occurring in nature, such as buoyancy and shear, are not maintained in the model In 
addition. distortion can also produce the following effects: exaggeration of secondary 
currents: distortion of eddies; flow separation on inclined boundaries, and differences in 
lateral distribution of flow, among others. Consequenrly, for the purpose of flow 
characterization of the density current along the CR. the observations and measurements 
obtained in the model scale should be carefully analyzed and exrrapoia~edto  full scale. 
Furthennore, in the analysis of processes where mixing and transport are 
important the results from the distorted mode1 should be considered as ro be preliminary 
and qualitative. This is particularly relevant. in the study of preventive measures, where 
the approach is to enhance mixing to break up the buoyancy that drives the underflow. 
Only undi storted models are capable of capturing the complexity of rhree-dimensional 
mixing processes, which are governed by advection and turbulent transpol-t. Distorted 
models have larger relative roughness and smaller Reynolds number, which might affect: 
the structure of the turbulence and turbulent mixing. ,41so, lateral mixing is overestimated 
and vertical mixing is underestimated in distorted models (Fischer and Holley. 1971)). 
According to Kobus (19801, only in the case of a two-dimensional flow these types of 
models can reproduced approximately transport and mixing processes in the near field, 
i.e. close to the plunging region and at the junctidn, where turbulent mixing depends on 
both the momentum flux and buoyancy. This would be the case of a long row of diffusers 
on the riverbed. For the study of mixing outside the near field distorted models can be 
used if horizontal velocities dominate the mixing and the water constituents are already 
distributed evenly over the water depth. In the CR the main problem would be 
longtudinal dispersion since cross sectional mixing occurs quickly because the inflow 
discharge is larger than the CR discharge that is nesligible. 
In summary, filfilling all the similitude criteria is impossible. However, matching 
the Richardson number and ensuring Reynolds numbers in the same range of flow 
behavior, is considered sufficient to provide an accurate hydraulic model. Also, the 
model's results should be interpreted with care considering the scale effects due to the 
distortion and other phenomena that are not being incorporated in the Richardson 
number. In the next section, the model scding based on these principles is presented. 
3.3 Model Scaling 
A horizontd length scale of 250 to 1 and a vertical scaIe of 20 to 1 were chosen 
for the model. These scales allowed the model to be built as larse as possible ~v11ile still 
satisfying space constraints in the laboratory and facilitating its operation. 
Based on the similitude of the Richardson number, the scale factors of the 
hydrodynamic flow parameters were derived as follows. Keeping the ratio of the 
Richardson numbers equal to one, $ves the foIIowing relationship for the velocity: 
where the subscripts- r, p, and m denote ratio, protoqpe scale, and mode1 scale,
-
respectively; Aplp, is the ratio of excess fractional density scales: U, is the ratio of 
velocity scales; h, is the ratio of verticd scales. Then the ratio of mean discharges Q, is 
derived from the following equations: 
Substituting (3.2)and (3.;) into (3.1) gives 
where W, is the ratio of the horizontal scales. 
Setting (Ap!p), = 11100, W, = 250, and h, = 20 gives a value of Q,.=2236.Based 
upon an anaIysis of gaze data collec~edalons the NB at Grand Avenue by the USGS. the 
average dai1y flow for the period between November 1.3002 and February 12. 2003 was 
260 fi3/s.Using the above factor. the scaled flow rate for the model is 0.116 ft3/s, or 3.25 
I/s. With a mean model depth and width of 35 cm the mean velocity at this flow rate 
would be approsimateIy 2.5 cmls. These values of discharge, flow depth and flow 
velocity can be accurate1y measured in the laboratory. Also,this scaling would yield a 
Reynolds number equaI 5750 (1~0.0 adequately represents theto 1 cmvs). which 
turbulent regime measured in the field h summary, the following scale factors are used 
in the model scaling: 
W,=L, = 250 
hr=  20 
( A P / ~ ) ~ =0.0 1 

A,= 5000 

Ur=0.447 

Q, =2336 

T, = 559 

-
where L, is the length ratio and T, is the time ratio in the longitudinal direction. 
3:4 Model Basin and Water Supply Characteristics 
The model basin was constructed out of modular fiberglass sections by 
Engineering Laboratory Design Inc., Lake City, MN (Figure 32) . This construction 
method provided several advanrages to the modeler. First, manufacturing the model basin 
out of fiberglass made it simpler to represent accurately the plan shape of the river 
channel - in the area of interest, the CR system bends and turns a great deal. Constructing 
the concrete forms necessary to build this type of geometry out of concrete would have 
proven to be time consuming and labor intensive. Second, using fiberglass made it 
possible to build a very slender model basin with minimal space requirements. 
Constructing the same basin out of concrete would have required much more space in the 
laboratory. Third, the use of fiberglass made it possible to add several plexi-glass viewing 
windows along the side of the model. These windows are important because they allowed 
the project staff to perform visualization studies of the flow in profile, which is very 
important in the case of bi-directional underflows. Finally. the modular construction of 
the basin makes it possible to non-destructively disassemble the basin when this study is 
completed. Thus, should any future modeling work be required, the basin can be re-
assembIed with minimal time and effort. 
Figure 3.3: Chicago River Model Basin in VTCHL. 
Additionally, a hydraulic closed circuit was built to allow the flow of fresh and 
sally water througl~the model. It is composed of two independent lines, as it is shown in 
Figure 2.4. The in-line pumps salty water from the sdr-water mixing tank into the north 
branch tank and the out-line pumps water from the south branch tank into the mixing tank 
or into a trench. One of the pumps is manufactured by Goulds Pumps, Mode1 SST (2" x 
2" suction and discharge pipe sizes) and the other pump is manufactured by Tee1 (2" 
suction pipe, 1-11?"discharge pipe). In both lines flow meters were installed to measure 
flow discharges. The flow meter of the out-line is an electromagneric meter manufactured 
by McCrometer. Also, a sate at the exit of the north branch tank was placed to separate 
the incoming flow from the water that is stored in the model. 
Initial operation of the model revealed the need for additional bracing to maintain 
the integrity of the channel walls. Such bracing does not affect the modular construction 
and the disassembly and re-assembly of the model. 
Figure 3.4: Scheme of the Hydraulic Circuit of the Chicago River Model. 
3.5Model Construction 
In order to accurately represent the geometry of the channel bottom, a survey of 
the channel bathymetry was conducted by the USGS. Bathymetry data was collected by 
boat along 112 plan lines (73 along the CR, 20 jn the NB, and 19 along the SB - see 
Figure 1.3 for 1ocations). Mter the data was collected, it was necessary to perform some 
manipulation so that usable cross sections could be generated and added to the model. 
while collecting the data, it was not always possible to remain on the planned line while 
piloting the boat. This sometimes resulted in extremely curved survey lines that could not 
be placed, as-is, in the model. For practicaI reasons, the cross-sections must be strai$t. 
Thus, it was necessary to project the suwey data back onto the planned lines. After this 
was completed, the data was smoothed to remove any "noise" from the dam. Finally, the 
width of the sumey cross sections was adjusted so that it matched the channel width 
exactly. 
The model basin was buiIt so that it accurately represented the plan shape of the 
river system. but was built with a constant channel depth of 60 cm in order to facilitate 
construction of the channel bottom. After the cross-sectional data had been finalized, it 
was plotted out to scale and overlain on 114"-thick sheets of plywood (Figure 3.5). These 
cross sections were then cut out and placed at. the appropriate location in  the model basin 
and braced using 2 x 2 wood blocks (Figre  3.6). 
Figure 3.5: Laying Out Model Cross-Sections. 
Figure 3.6: -Model Cross-Sections in Place within the Basin. 
After placing dl of the cross sections, it was necessary to fill the void space and 
construct the channel bonom between the cross sections. This was done by filling the 
space between the cross-section templates with pea grave1 (F is re  3.7) and then capping 
it with mortar (Figure 3.8). The mortar was used for two  reasons. First, the distortion to 
the vertical scale meant that sections of the channel bottom have slopes much greater than 
rhe accepted repose angle of sand or grave).(approx. 30 degrees). Thus, it was necessary 
to cap the pea gave l  wirh a material that would maintain the steep slopes once cured. 
Also, capping the gravel with mortar insures that the channel bottom will remain static 
during testing. Findly, an asphalt based sealant was used to sea1 any joint or cracks that 
were present in the mortar cap. 
Figure 3.7: Pea-Gravel Fill Material. 
Figure 3.8: Mortar Cap in the Model Basin. 
Chapter 4 Flow Characterization 
4.1 Experimental Setup 
In order to understand the hydrodynamic conditions that can lead to the 
development of density currents i n  the CR, experiments were performed in the hydraulic 
model with the existing channel geometry in  place. The knowledge gained served ro 
determine the cause of the bi-directional flow observed in the freId and its potential 
impact on the water quaiit? of the CR. Also, these observations provide the basis for the 
study of preventive measures. 
The experiments were carried out in the hydraulic model for a gven  inflow 
discharge and different. excess fractional densities between the NB and CR. Aplp. and 
water stages in order to cover a range of hydrodynamic conditions. The density difference 
was achieved by creating a saline mixture in the mixing tank that represented the heavy 
inflow from the NJ3 and by pu~tingfresh water in the rest of the model. The current was 
initiated when the gate placed at the exit of the NB was raised and the salt-water mixture 
in the north tank moved towards the junction Simultaneously, water from the SB was 
pumped back into the mixing tank, creating a current in the SB. Near the junction the 
salt-water mixture plunged underneath the quiescent fresh water in the system. From that 
point on an underflow lowards the Lake developed, and at the end of the channel it sank 
to the bottom of the Lake tank. By conservation of volume an -overflow of fresh water 
towards the junction also started. After approximately 20 minutes the experiments were 
ceased, when the Lake tank was filled with saIt water up to a level when a backwater of 
sa l t  water developed. Also, by that rime the saline mixture in the mixing tank became 
diIuted changng the border condition. 
The evolution of the experiments was monitored visualIy by adding dye to the 
saline-hater mixture. In this form the interface between both layers and the position of 
the front could be clearly observed. Once the front had reached the Lake tank the 
measurements of velocity, Temperature and salinity profiles along the center of the flume 
were started. At this stage it was assumed that the conditions were stable enough to 
consider the system as steady. An acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) was used to 
measure local flow velocities, at a sampling rate of 25 Hz for 30s to 60s, every 1 cm in 
the vertical. h micro scale conductivity and temperature probe model MSCTI C83716 
was employed to measure temperature and electrical conductivity vertical profiIes that 
were converted into density profiles. The probe collected profiles at 5 mm vertical 
intervals every 2 minutes. .Additionally, temperature and bulk density of both fresh water 
and salt water were checked before and after each experiment using a thermometer and a 
hydrometer. 
The field data presented in Chapter 2 served to define the set of boundary 
conditions to be imposed on the model that best represented the conditions that could lead 
to the formation of density currents. In the model the inflow discharge from the NB and 
the water surface elevation in the CR were defined as boundary conditions. The input 
discl~argefor the hydraulic model was set equal to 0.116 (0.003rn3/s)that corresponds to 
the average daiiy warer discharge in the hB during wintenirne equal to 254 ft'ls (7.2 
m3/s). The surface water elevation was found to be near1y constant along rhe river system 
for the boundaries represented in the model basin and independent of the discharge in the 
river. Stages corresponding to +I .5 ft (0.45 m) and -1 .S9 ft (-0.SSm) measured in the 
field were used. Also, the value of Aplp was set. as a boundary for the development of the 
experiments. The excess fractional density between the surface and bottom layer 
measured dong the CR in 1998 was used as a reference. This value was equal to 0.01 in 
model units and in hindsigl~tit was not high enough to represent the mixing that occurs at 
the plunging and junction. 
The first step in the modeling process consisted in verifying that the imposed 
boundary conditions as we11 as the operalion of the model produced realistic results. The 
next step was the study of the hydrodynamic characteristics of the flow and-how the flow 
depth and value of Aplp affected the flow behavior. Finally, the model results were 
compared with field data. 
4.2 Verification 
The physical model is a simplified representation of the prototype. thus it is 
unable to represent all the details of the flow observed in nature, especially if the effects 
of scaling and the vertical distortion imposed upon the model are considered. Therefore, 
the first step in the modeling process was to verify that the model could reproduce the 
main features of the prototype flow, such as the bi-directional stremwise velocity flow 
pattern and the vertical density stratification dong the streamwise direction. 
The verification process consisted in testjng the rnode1 under flow conditions 
similar to the ones observed in the field. For this purpose. velocity and density profiles 
measured in the model at CoIurnbus Dr. were compared with field measurements 
performed by rhe USGS in March 19"'. 199s. The experimental conditions are given in 
the table below. 
Table 4.1: Experimental Conditions for Preliminary Run. 
The measured velocity profile was converted to prototype scale and is plotted in  
> 
Tigure 4.1 together with observations made by the USGS at the same location. Even 
though, the values of flow velocity are not exactly the same, the velocity distribution in 
the vertical is quite similar in the model and the prototype. It is important to keep in mind 
that the conditions used in the model for this preliminary experiment are not necessariIy 
the same ones that existed in the CR rhe day the measurements where taken by the 
USGS. Flow discharse is the most reliable parameter but the density differences that 
might have been present are more dificult to estimare. However, these results are 
encouraging since they clearly point our that density currents are quite likely to develop 
in the CR. The model observations also support the trend of the field measurements 
obtained by the USGS. 
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of Velocity Profiles at Columbus Dr. 

Gven the acceptable results from the verification process and the uncertainty on 
the prototype conditions and how the model scaling and vertical distortion afected the 
flow parameters, no calibration was attempted. The following set of experiments analyzes 
in  more detail the flow parameters and how the model compares with the field data. 
4.3 Experiments Set 1 
4.3.1 Description 
In the first ;et of experiments the goal was to analyze the flow cltaracteristics. For 
this purpose streamwise velocity and density profiles were measured at McClurg Ct. 
Columbus Drive, Wabasl~Avenue, La Salle Street, FrankIinlOrleans Street, and 1.OS m 
upstream of the junction (430 m from Grand _Avenuein the field) in the NB.For each 
cross section the velocity profiles were measured three times and the density profiles 
twice. The boundary conditions were constant discharge of 3.29 lt/s, Aplp equal to 0.07 
(0.0007 prototype) and flor-i depth equivalent to a water surface elevation in the field of 
approximately -0.50 m.After some thought it was reaIized that this latter value was too 
high but it could be used as an extreme border condition for further comparison with 
more redistic values. 
4.3.2 Visual 0bservations 
A density current was started by lif~ing tlie gate that separates the salt water in the 
North tank from the stagnant fresh water in the model. The inflow of salt water flows 
th rou~hthe N 3  and at cross section N9, which is located 1.77m upstream of the junction 
(257 rn downstream of Grand Avenue in rhe field); it sinks under the fresh water 
generating an underflow. At this region fresh water is entrained into the underflow 
diluting the original density of rhe saline mixture and increasing the discharge of the 
underflow. This mixing process is associated with turbulence near the water surface and a 
flow of fresh water over the lower layer towards the North. Simultaneously a current of 
fresh water from the CR and SB towards the south was generated by pumpin,fl water out 
of the system. This operation simulates the actual operation of the river 
As the underflow approacl~esthe north side of the juncrion it divides into two 
branches: the one close to rhe curve flows toward the Lake and the other flows towards 
the sourh until a part of it encounters the south-east wall (cross section hl7l).In this zone 
the saline mixture is lifted and a great amount of ~urbulenceis produced which also 
generates mixing, Part of the water that is re-suspended flows back to the SB and sinlcs 
under the ambient water and merges with the underflow thar is flowing close to the west 
wall towards the south. The other part flows toward the CR, i.t sinks under the ambient 
water and the underflow towards the Lake is re-established. This occurs just upstream of 
Franklin and by conservation of volume an overflow of fresh water to the west also 
, -
occurs. At the junction a great amount of turbulence is generated and mixing also occurs, 
which changes the underflow discharge and its- salinity. Figure 1 .2  illustrates the flow 
path. 
From that point on the density current is established. The shear flow at the 
interface between the two layers produces mixing and an interfacial layer of mixed 
density water develops. The mixing starts with small disturbances that grow due to the 
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. This type of instability occurs when the velocity difference 
between the two layers of fluid reaches a critical value and the flow becomes unstabIe to 
very small perturbations. The disturbances g o w  as the fluid flows around them and the 
currents cause the waves to roll up into spiral waves or bjllows. This type of wave was 
observed on the interface in some sections of the river. The front moves towards the Lake 
at an estimated average velocity of 5 cmls. Once the front reaches the Lake ir: sinks to the 
bottom of the Lake tank. At this point the measurements of velocity and conductivity and 
temperature profiles start. Figure 4.3 shows a top view of the front at La Salle, a side 
view of the front at McClurs, and the ADV measuring velocities at McClurg. The 
experiment is finished when the saline mixture fills the Lake tank and a bachvater 
develops. 
Figure 4.3: Flow ObservatiOfis. 
4.3.3 Results and Discussion 
4.3.3.1 Measurements of Density Prdles  
For each cross section, two density profiles were obtained by measuring 
conductivity and temperature profiles that are included in ,4ppendis 111. Figures 4.4 a-f 
show the density profiles obtained upstream in the and at Franklin hv..La Salle Av., 
Wabash -4v., Columbus Dr., and McClurg Ct in the CR. The profiles are plotted in 
dimensionless foms to facilitate comparison for different runs. On these figures z/H is 
plotted versus ( p - ~ , , ~ ~ , ~ ) / pwhere z is the position from the bottom, H is the local total flow 
depth, p is the local density and p,, is the minimum density within the profile. On the 
horizontal scale, 0 is the freshwater and 1 is fully saline water. On the vertical scale, 0 
represents the bottom and 1 represents the water surface. 
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Figure 4.4 a-b: Density Profiles Measured in the Model. 
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Figure 4.4 c-f: Density Profiles Measured in the Model. 
First, the results SIIOM~ that there is good agreement from one run to another 
although the initial condition in the CR model varied for each test. This occurred because 
before running each experiment the CR model presented a thermal stratification in the 
vertical, which varied from one experiment to another depending on the ambient 
temperature in the laboratory. Appendix TI1 contains the initial temperature profile for 
each experiment. These profiles show that the temperature difference between the top and 
the bottom vaned from 0.2 "C to 2.0" C. 
In general rhe density profiles between Franklin and Columbus show a similar 
shape with three distinctive layers: an upper layer of fresh water, an interlayer of mixed 
u-ater OT region over which a significant variation in density occurs, and a lower layer of 
saline mixture uniformly distributed The density interface is the resion of maximum 
shear stress and of the maximum shear gadient. T11e shear flow at the interface between 
the fresh water layer on top and the salt water Iayer on the bonom induces transfer of 
water from one layer to the other creating the mixed layer zone or interlayer. _4tMcClurg 
the distinction between the interfacial Iayer and rhe saIine mixture layer is less clear7and 
the saline Iayer presents a larse variation in density. The upstream section exhibits the 
thickest interlayer. 
For the purposes of this study the interfacial layer was defined as the layer 
between points of maximum density gradient, following UTsllkerand Hamill (1990). The 
interFaces between these layers are shown on the Figures above. For each layer the 
rdative thickness h/H and average density p,., were computed. Also, the excess 
fractional density (Aglp) within the vertical was calculated using three approaches: 
firstly: as tEe d a t i v e  difference between the maximum and minimum density within the 
profile (p,l,,-p,,il,)/ pt,,; secondly, as the relative difference between the average density 
of the saline layer and the average density of the fresh water layer (psa~t-pfrc.s~,)Iprrcsi,; 
thirdly, as the average value of the difference between the local density and the 
minimum density within the profile (pmkpllli,l)l pll,il,. Table 4.2 presents the eiperimental 
conditions and results, some of which are presented in dimensionless form to facilitate 
comparison. The parameter s is the distance between the cross section and the upstream 
boundaq of the model, i.e, the north tank and L is the total length of the trajectory of the 
front. from the exit of the north tank to the entrance of the Lake tank. 
Table 4.2: Measurements of Density Profiles. 
Figure 4.5 shows the spatial evolution of the excess fractional densities and the 
variation of the density of the three layers. Figure 4.6 depict the position of the interface 
between the fresli water layer and the interlayer qi,,~,and the interFace between the 
-
interlayer and the salt layer z,~, in the st_rearnwisedirection. On rhis figure the line of zero 
velocity 2, obtained from the velocity measurements is also included. 
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Figure 4.5: Spatial Evolution of Density Parameters in the Model. 
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Figure 4.6: Position of the Interface and Zero Velocity Line in the Model. 
For the purposes of this analysis the downstream direction is defined as the 
direction of the underflow, i .e. from the north tank towards the Lake tank. 
The upstream region exhibits a thick interlayer that occupies about 40% of tbe 
water depth. This represents the mixing that occurs close to the plunging region where 
fresh water entrains the saline mixture diluting the mixture. At the junction further 
mixing occurs diluting the flow and re-generating the bi-directional flow. At Franklin Av. 
the value of Aplp is smaller and the structure of the density profile exhibits a thicker 
portion of saline mixfuture and a thinner interlayer and fresh water layer interlayer 
compared with the upstream profile. At this cross section the saline region occupies about 
50% of the depth. From that Franklin to Columbus Drive the density profiles show a 
similar shape but the thickness of the saline regon and the interlayer decreases while the 
fresh water layer increases in the downstream direction. Between Franklin and La Salle 
the value of Aplp decreases noticeable and from La Salle to Columbus the change in 
Aplp is ne~iigible.The pattern of the density profile changes at McClurg where the 
distinction between the interlayer and the salt-water layer is unclear. Also, the density of 
the fresh water layer increases slightly, most probably due to the effect of the backwater 
of saline mixture from t l ~ eLake tank. 
En s u m m q  mixing near the plunging point and the junction and through the 
interfacial layer produces dilution of the salt-warer layer as the flow moves towards the 
Lake. The induced mixing and backwater effects also affect the fresh water layer, which 
becomes denser near the Lake region. In generd, the value of Aplp computed with the 
three methods exhibits the same behavior, except at MEClurg. From the upstream section 
in the N13 to La Salle there is a significant reduction of the density difference within the 
verrical. This is effect of the mixing that occurs near the plunging region and the junction 
upsrream of Franklin where the turbulence breaks the stratification of the flow. Between 
the North tanlc and Franklin. the escess fractional density witlin the vertical drops by 
about 30% in 4.2 m (1059 rn in the prototype). From La Sdle to Columbus the 
stratification becomes more stable and there is less transfer of mass between layers. 
However, at McClurg the stratification pattern changes, below the fresh water layer the 
density increases steadily with the depth. Overall, in the CR the value of Aplp drops by 
about 20% in 9.6 m (2105.m in the prototype). Also, the thickness of the saline water 
layer decreases from Franklin to McClurg while the thickness of fresh water layer 
increases. The behavior of the flow from the upstream secrion in the NB to Franklin 
shows the opposite behavior. Near the plunging zone the saline water layer is very dense 
- - 
and narrow but mixing at the junction changes the features of the flow making the 
underflow Iess dense and thicker. 
4.3.3.2 Measurements of Velocity Profiles 
Velocity profiles were measured at the same locations than the density profiles: 
upstream of the junction in the NB and at Franklin Av., La Salle Av., M7abash Av., 
Columbus Dr., and McClurs Ct in the CR. For each cross section three experiments were 
performed to measure the maximum number of points within the duration of the 
experiment. Usually. in one run most of the profile was measured and in the other wothe 
measurements were concentrated in the lower and upper section of the profile. The 
experimental data is included in Appendis IV. 
In order to compare different runs, the flow parameters were transformed into 
dimensionless variables. For this purpose, rhe vertical position z was divided by the I ocal 
total water depth H while the local velocity U was divided by the parameter ( ~ ~ d p l p ) ' " ,  
where Ap:p is the excess fractional density between the upper and lower layer This 
parameter represents the bulk effect of the buoyancy on the flow and has units of 
veIocity. lt can also be associated with the velocity of a front of saline water of density 
p,,~,intruding a mass of fresh water with density pli,,l, and flow depth H. For simplicity it 
was assumed that the interface between the fresh water layer and the saline mixture was 
at the point of zero velocity z,. Accordingly, the flow below z, was called underflow and 
rhe flow above it, overflow. New values of average density were computed for the fresh 
water layer p,. and the saline mixture pundzl  using tbe density profiles presented in the 
preceding section, hence dp/p is equal to (p,.,-p,d,.)/p,,. The value of Ap/p computed 
assurni~gthe interface at the line of zero velocity presents the same behavior as the 
values presented in Table 4.2 and F ip r e  4.5. ~dditionally, the following parameters were 
calculated: the maximum veldcities of the overflow U,,,,,.,, and underflow Unro\~ulder,the 
average velocities of the overflow U,,,,,,, and underflow U~l~~~r~ldLr,the discharges per unit 
width of the overflow q,,,, and underflow qund, and the total discharges of the overflow 
Qo,-,, and underflow QunderFinally, to understand the bulk characteristics of the flow the 
Reynolds number Re and Bulk Richardson number Ribof the underflow were estimated. 
The resu1.t~are presented in Table 4.3. 
- 
-- -- 
-- - 
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Table 4.3: Measurements of Velocity Profiles. 
ExperimentaI conditions: Q;, = 3.28 l/sl Stage = +0.50 m,Ap/pil,iti31= 0.007, L=12.9 m 
Location Upstream Franklin La Salle Wabash CoIumbus McClurg 

H (cm) 38 44 43 44 42 42 

ZUI c ~ )  724 r-E--" 14 

( ~ o w r - ~ u n d c r . T ) / ~ o w  0.0041 0.0040 0.0035 0.0034 0.0032 0.00; 1 

( S ~ p / p ~ ) '' 
 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.11(cm/s) 
Overflow layer 

IJ-nlnso\.cr (cm/s) 7.1 3.0 3.4 3.9 3.2 2.5 

2.7 3.0 2.7 2.1 
53 5s 
34 28 32 
706 1611 1776 169'1 1427 1620 
Underflow layer 
7 1 26 23 19 20 27 

Q~111dc.r(cm'/s) 1 -3288 -1jS2 - I460 -1400 -I SO 1 -1896 

Bulk parameters 
~ ~ = $ O T C T - ~ I ~ I I ~ S T  -125 -6 - I  I -1 1 -9 -13 

(cm-/s) 

7 7 7 
T ("C) 14.3 14.0 14.3 13.6 14.; 14.0 
Re~,,,df,. = v 4489 1533 1761 1780 2300 2920 
sAP,;P I?,,, 
Ri~IldW= 

c,7m:rjd,rdL,; 1 . 5  22.1 11.3 8.1 3.1 1.7 

Figures 4.7 a-f show the measured velocity profiles. On these figures z/H is 
plotted versus u/(~'M)''',where ~'=gAp/p.On the horizontal scale, the negative values 
represent rhe underflow towards the Lake and the posi~ivevalues the overflow towards 
the junction. On the vertical scale, 0 represents the bottom and 1 represents the water 
surface. 
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Figure 4.7 a-d: Velocity Profiles Measured in the Model. 
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Figure 4.7 e-f: Velocity ProfiIes Measured in the Model. 
The velocity profiles show a bi-directional pattern where the top layer of fresh 
water flows towards the junction and the bottom layer of saline mixture moves towards 
the Lake. The velocity profile at the upstream section in the NB exhibits a very energetic 
underflow with a flow depth of about 55% of the total water depth and a skewed velocity 
distributiom The maxjrnum underflow velocity is located dose  to the bottom and is in the 
order of the theoretical velocity of the front. h contrasl the overflow layer presents a 
more uniform velocity distribution and smaller velocities. At Franklin, the velocity 
profile becomes more uniform in both layers; although in the lower pan of-the underflow 
the flow accelerates 1ocalIy. The magnitudes of the maximum and average velocities in 
both layers are similar. The maximum velocity of the underflow only represents about 
one third of the theoretical velocity of the front at that position. The velocity profiles at 
Riabash and La Salle are similar in shape showing symmetry between the top and bottom 
layer. The measured velocities are sIightly larger at La Salle. At Columbus the symmetry 
persists but the magnitude of the underflow maximum and average velocities increase 
and che shear layer is sharper. Finally, at McClurg the velocity profile resembles the one 
measured at the upstream cross section. The velocity distribution of the underflow is 
much skewed with the maximum velocity of the order of 0.8 of the tkeoreticd front 
velocity, whereas the top layer exhibits a more uniform velocity distribution. 
Figure 4.8 depicts the sparial evolution of the magnitudes of maximum and 
average velocity of both layers. 
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Figure 4.8: Maximum and Average Velocities in the Model. 
Overall, in the CR from Franklin to McClurg the magnitude of the velocity of the 
-
% 
underflow increases while the thickness of the underflow decreases in the downstream 
direction. Simultaneously,the overflow becomes thicker in the downstream direction and 
the average velocity oscillates around 2.7 cmls This fluctuation can be attributed to 
computation errors since the velocity at the surface was not actually measured but 
extrapolated from the The behaviorofthe flow is consistent with the principle of 
continuity that is also illustrated by tlre frgures associated with the flow discharges. The 
discharges of the underflow and overflow do not vary significantly from one cross 
section to the other and the differences are mainly associated with experimental errors 
and the method of calculation. Also the difference of discharge between the top and 
bottom layer in a specific cross section is also small which implies that there is not a 
significant exchange of mass bemeen both layers along the CR. 
In dl the cross sections in the CR, the maximum velocity of the underflow and the 
theoretical velocity of the front are smaller than 0.8, which means that buoyancy forces 
dominate the flow. On the other hand, the velocity profile of the upstream region exhibits 
a behavior associated with an intermediate stage of the flow where inertial forces are 
significant and there is great amounr of mixing involved. The estimation of Reynolds 
number Re and bulk Richardson number Rib supports this analysis as it is shown in 
Figure 4.9. According to the literature a hi@ value of the bulk Richardson number 
indicates a inore stable interface and consequently less mixins across the interface and a 
high vaIue of Re is a sign of a more turbulent flow. Among all the measured locations, 
the upstream region exhibits rhe larsest Re of about 3500 and the smallest Ri of about 
1.5. At this region the flow can be considered turbulent md in comparison to the other 
locations it is the less stable and where most of the mixing takes place. From this region 
to FrankIin there is a change in the behavior of the flow, the Re drops to about 1500 and 
the Rib increases to about 22. Thus at this point the flow has become more stable and Iess 
rurbulent. Along the CR the Re increases slizhtly wl~ilethe Rib decreases significantly in 
the downstream direction. At McClurg the flow is still in the same regime with a Re of 
about 2900 but its Rib is about the same as in the upstream region. showing that at. this 
section there is also more mixing invoIved than in the upstream sections in the CR. 
Considering these f ig res  the underflow in the CR behaves like a sub-critical inrema1 
flow conrrolled by the dqwnstream border condition mino and Garcia, 2003). 
r4 i<wnnldsN~unbzrA Bulk Richardson Nt11nbcl.i 
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Figure 4.9: Richardson Number and Reynolds Numbers (model values). 
4.1 Experiments Set 2 
4-41  Description 
The second set of experiments was aimed at understanding the effects of the 
boundary and initial conditions such as the border excess fractional density and the flow 
depth on the flow behavior. This sensitivity analysis is also irnpormnt to assess the 
conditions that can lead to the development of a density current in the CR and to better 
undersrand the field measurements. 
For this purpose streamwise velocity and density profiIes w-ere measured at 
Columbus Dr., since this is the location in the CR where the USGS has a monitoring 
station. For all the experiments the inflow discharge was maintained at a constant value 
of 3.39 11s equivaIent to 7.36 mv s  (260 ft"/s in prototype and the local total flow depth H 
was fixed at 0.35 m,equivalent to a water surface elevation of approximately -0.58 m in 
the field. Three values of the border excess fractional density Ap/pb,,a,, were rested: 
0.007, 0.005, 0.003 equivalent to 0.00007, 0.00005, an 0.00003 in prototype. For each set 
of conditions two experiments were performed in order to measure velocity and density 
profiles twice and obtain average profiles. 
In addition, an experiment was performed changing the operation of the model to-. 
simulate a more realistic flow. The alteration consisted in letting the inflow from the 
mixing tank flow directly into the hB,without separating the flows with the gate placed 
at the border of the North Tank (Grand Ave. in the prototype). The border conditions 
were Ap/pbOras,=0.007 and FI=0.35 m at Columbus. 
4.4.2 Results and Discussion 
Overall, the resulting flows behaved analo~ouslyto the first set of experiments. 
As the Ap/pbordcl.decreased the plunging point moved towards the junction. In the first set 
of experiments (Ap/pl,,,d,, =0.007, H =0.40 m) the plunging zone was located around the 
cross section N9 that is 1.0 m downstream of the North tank's gate. For the same vaIue of 
Ap/phuFdzrbut. H-3 5 cm the plunging zone occurred around cross sections N5 and N6 that 
is 0.6 m downstream of the gate. For the last experiments (ApIpbordrr = 0.003, H=0.35 m) 
the plunging zone occurred around the cross section N14 that is 1.9 m downstream of the 
gate. Also, in the first case the front took 2;s s (37 h in prototype) to move from the gate 
to the Lake yieIding an averaze velocity of 5 cmls (2.4 cmls in protorype), whereas in the 
1atter tlze time was 454 s (70 hr in prototype) with an average velocity of 3 cmls f 1.3 cmls 
in prototype). In the experiment where the inflow interacted with the water in the NB 
without the presence of the gate, the plunging line occurred further downstream near 
cross section N16, 2.1 rn downstream of the North tank and the front moved slower, at a 
rate of 4 cmls. the beginning of the experiment the resulting salr-water mixrure was 
more diluted but as the inflow flowed into the NB increasing the density of the mixture, 
the plunging line migrated upstream. Next, the experimental results are described and 
analyzed in more detail. 
Figure 4.10 a-d show the measured and average density profiles at Columbus Dr. 
These profiles are plotted in dimensionless form similarly to the ones presented in the 
previous section. For comparison purposes the measurements obtained in the first set of 
experiments are also shown. 
a) Columbus 1: Aplp=0.007 H=41 crn b) Columbus 2:  Ap/p=0.007 H=35 cm 
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Figure 4.10: Density Profiles at Columbus Dr. for Different Boundary Conditions. 
These profiles exhibit the three distinctive Iayers described for the firs1 set of 
experiments: an upper layer of fresh water, an interlayer of mixed water or region over 
which a significant variation in density occurs, and a lower layer of saline mixture. Using 
the same terminology defined previously, Table 4.4 summarizes the main features of 
rhese profiles. 
Analogously, the results of the velocity profile measurements are presented in 
Table 4.5 and Figures 4.11 a-d, where negative velociries indicate flow towards the Lake. 
Table 4.4: Sensitivity Analysis of Density Profiles. 
Experimental conditions: Qi,, -3 2 8  lls 
Columbus 3 Columbus 4 
Fresh water layer 
hi i , s~m 0.59 0.62 0.63 0.63 

(P € ~ ~ S I I - P I I I ~ I >/pmiti 0.0007 0.0007 0.0006 0.0006 

Interlayer 
llintcr~;wci-/H 0.10 0.12 0.13 0.13 
( P ~ ~ ~ I C F P ~ I I ~ I I ) / P I I ~ ~ ~ I  0.0025 0.0035 0.0023 0.00lS 
Salt water layer 
hs~l tm 0.31 0.26 0.23 0.23 
( ~ s a ~ r - ~ r r ~ i ~ l ) l ~ r l ~ i u  0.0041 0.0051 0.0035 0.0024 -
Bulk parameters 
( ~ i ~ i n ? i - ~ ~ l ~ i n ) / ~ i - r > i r ~  0.0046 0.0055 0.0037 ' 0.0025 
P 
( ~ ; t v r - p n ~ i n ) / ~ r ~ ~ i n  0.0019 0.0020 p%iT- 0.0012 

( p s o t t - ~ k c ~ h ) / ~ ~ r c s l ~  0.0035 0.0045 0.0029 0.0015 

a) Columbus 1: Aplp=0.007 H=41 cm b) Columbus 2: Ap/p=0.007 H=35 cm 
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c) Columbus 3: Ap/p=0.0045 H=3S cm d)  Columbus 4: Ap/p=0.0025 H=35 cm 
Figure 4.11: Velocity Profiles at Columbus Dr. for Different Boundary Conditions. 
Table 4.5: Sensitivity Analysis of Velocity Profiles. 
Experimental conditions: Q;,,= 3 28 lls 
Location Columbus1 Columbus 2 Columbus 3 Columbus 4 
Z o (cm) I8 12 13 13 
( p o r t r - ~ u ~ t d r r ) / p o ~21 0.0032 0.003s 0.0023 0.0014 
( gAp /p~ ) '  (cmls) 0 11 0.11 0.09 0.07 
Overflow layer 
h o v m  fcm) 
Unlaswer  ( c ~ I s )  3.3 3.7 2.9 2.2 
U.kvrraFcovdr ( c ~ I s )  2.7 3-2 3.3 1.9 
qoxer  (cm'ls) 65 67 45 38 
finderflow I ayer 
hundc.r/H(cm 
Un~nsr~ndcr(CM/S) -5.0 -6.5 -4.9 -3.4 
Unvcraccltrldtr ( c ~ / s )  -4.2 -5.1 -3.7 -2.7 
~ U I I ~ C I .(cm7/5) -74 -63 -49 -35 
Bulk parameters 
---
3 
6 
15 3
-
1517 
pp 
3 1 1 7  2 3 2.5 
On Figure 4.12 the relationship between the Ap/pburdarand the resulting Ap/p at 
Columbus. . is plotted. The 45 degree line shows the theoretical case where the initial 
pattern of stratificarion does not change and it is assumed that no flow mixing between 
the upstream border and Columbus Dr. -4s Ap/pb,,d,, increases the resulting Aplp 
increasingly deviates from the 15 degree line, thus mixing is enhanced with dplpburdcr. 
Varying hplp~,,~,, principally affects the density of the salt water layer, which increases 
linearly with Aplpb,,d,,. On the other hand, the fresh water layer remains approximately 
constant. This means that the fresh water enrrains the salt-wa~erlayer diluring ir and 
creating an interlayer. The density of the interlayer and the average density of the entire 
profile also increases Iinearly with Ap/pborder. 
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Figure 4.12: Relative Densiiy at Columbus vs Aplp~,,,~,, .  
The behavior of the relative position and relative thickness of the distinctive 
layers for different boundary conditions is illustrated on Figure 4.13. Overall, these 
parameters are not very sensitive to the value of dp/pl,,,-d,,.. The salr water layer rises 
slightly as ApJpbordcr  increases while the relative position of the fresh water layer and the 
zero velocity line remains constant. However, varying the local flow depth does affect 
these parameters. Increasins the local flow depth increases the relative position of the 
layers, thus the relative thickness of the salt water layer increases and the thickness of the 
fresh water layer decreases. According1y, when the flow depth increases, the relative 
density of the salt water Iayer at Columbus Dr. decreases. 
(3.35 L, Frcsli natcr Inyer 
Figure 4.13: Relative Position of Layers versus Ap/pborderand H. 
Figure 4.14 presents the behavior of the mean velocity for the border conditions 
tested. The magitudes of the average underflow and average overflow velocities 
increase linearly with Aplphordzrand the effect is more sigificant on the average 
underflow velocity. The opposite relation is observed when increasing the flow depth, 
w11ich agrees with the principle of continuity. 
0 11.001 0.003 0.006 0.00s 0.01 
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Figure 4.14: Mean velocity vs Ap/pbonccrand H. 
FinaIIy, Figure 4.15 shows the effect of the boundary conditions on the Reynolds 
number and bulk Richardson number. The Reynolds number increases from 1300 to 25 19 
for A ~ / P ~ J ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  thus the flow regime does not changeransng from 0 0025 to 0.007, 
substantially, but it becomes more turbulent. The effect of the flow depth on the Reynolds 
number is negligible. On the other hand, the Bulk Richardson number decreases with 
Ap/pi,,rd, ,which demonstrates that there is a larger amount of mixing associated with 
. larger A P / ' P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .Increasing the flow depth affects negatively the mixing capacity of the 
flow. 
1 + Keynolds Number. I3=30 cnl A Bulk Richardsoi~Number H=30 cln I 
- + Figure 4.15: Rib and .Revs Ap/p~,,d,, and H (model values). 
4.5 Comparison with Field Data 
The analysis of experimental data served to understand the hydrodynamics 
features of an induced density current in the CR model. The next step consisted in 
applying this knowledge to understand the bi-directional flows observed in the field and 
to assess the applicability of the model results. For this purpose the following section 
presents a comparison between the experimental results and the field measurements 
performed by the USGS in March 19, 1998, which were already presented in  Chapter 2. 
4.5.2 Density Profiles 
The USGS collected all the water qudity parameters (i.e. temperature, 
conductivity, dissolved solids, etc.) needed to estimate density profiIes at: Franklin: 
Wsibash, Columbus and Lake Shore Drive, which are shown on Figure 4.16 together with 
the density profiles measured in the hydraulic model. The profiles are plotted in 
dimensionless form and the experimental values of Ap/p have been divided by 100 to 
convert them to prototype values. 
*.TVabashfield 
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of Density Profiles. 
By inspection of Figure 4.16, there is about one order of magnitude of difference 
between the density parameters observed in the field and the expenmental ones. The 
discrepancy is mainly due to the uncertainty associated with the real value of density 
difference between the "polluted" flow from the NB and the water in the CR. In the 
model an initial value of Ap/p=0.0001, was used, which was based on the vertical density 
gadient measured in the CR. In hindsight, it is clear that this choice was inadequate, 
because it did not consider the mixing and dilution that takes places rnainIy at the 
plunging region and in the junction. Also, tile density profiles obtained in the field show a 
gradual stratification in the vertical and there is not a distinctive separation between 
layers of fluid of different density in contrast t o  the model's profiles, which present much 
sharper interfaces. Increasing the value of Aplp and decreasing the local flow depth in the 
model to march the field conditions could yield density profiIes more similar to the ones 
in the field, particularly at Franklin. 
Regarding the spatial evoIution of tlie front, among the fieId's density profiles, at. 
Franklin the density difference between the bottom and the top is the srnaI1est and it 
increases in the downstream direction. Between Franklin and Wabash the value of (p,,i,-
~I l , ay ) lpmi t l  increases about 3 times whiIe in the model it remains almost constant. In the 
field the density of the underflow increases while the density of the overflow decreases 
towards the Lake. In the model the density of the underflow decreases and the density of 
the overflow remains constant. There are several causes that m i ~ h texplain these 
differences. First. the effect of the Lake on the thermaI stratification of the CR is not 
represented in the model or rhe change in behavior of the water properties for 
temperatures below 4 "C.Second, the model is unabIe to reproduce the amount of 
turbulence produced in ?he actual river necessary to break the stratification and induce 
mixing, particular1y at the plunging zone and junction w-hereinertial forces dominate the 
transport processes. The Reynolds number of the prototype underflow is in the order of 
20,000 cvhile in the hydraulic model it is about 21.000 Third, the inadequate 
represenlation of tlie actual boundary conditions. particularly the vaIue of the excess 
fractional density, might have caused some of the differences. -
4-53 Velocity Profiles 
The USGS coIlected velocity profiles at La Salle, Wabash, Columbus and 
McClurs, which are shown on Figure 4.17 a-d together with the velocity profiles 
measured in the hydraulic model. In order to convert the field velocities into 
dimensionless form, the same approach used in the experimental phase was applied for 
the field measurements. The interface between the overflow and the undefl ow was set at 
the le~#elof zero velocity and the values of excess fractional density were computed 
accordingly using the measured density profiles. In the case of La Salle and McClurg, the 
density profiles upstream and downstream of these sections were used to estimate the 
values of Aplp.  In this case all the dimensionless variables scale I to 1 .  Table 4.6 presents 
the parameters used in this process together with the Reynolds number and the bulk 
Richardson number. 
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Figure 4.17 a-d: Comparison of Velocity Profiles. 
Table 4.6: Measurements of Velocity Profiles in the Field. 

Location La Salle Wabash Columbus McClurg 

Hb) 
-
7.5 1 7.95 7.19 7.32 
7 1 3.5 yjg2.j
0.0~010 0.00015 0.00020 0.00019( ~ ~ 1 ~ 0 r - ~ t 1 t ~ d c . r ) / p t ~ v c . r .  
( d p / p ~ ) ' ! '  Icm/s) 0.09 -0.11 0.12 0.12 
Relind~r 19957r7m-- p E E rp z G -
Ribunder  24 17 73 13 
In general, in the field as the underflow flows toward the Lake, the thickness of 
t l ~ elower layer decreases and its maximum velocity increases and the opposite behavior 
is observed for the overflow. The velocity profiles are more symmetric close to the 
junction and become more skewed towards the Lake, at Columbus and McClurg 
Overall rhe model represents adequately the shape of the velocity profiles at La 
Salle, Wabash and McClurg, although in  the model the magnitudes of the underflow 
velocities are larger than in the prototype and the overflow velocities are under 
represented. In these three profiles the position of the zero velocity line is lower than the 
model prediction, with a maximum difference of 10%. At Columbus Drive the underflow 
decelerates locally and the behavior of the zero velocity line is located above the 
experimental one. At Columbus the velocity profiles were obtained with a different: 
instrument than in the other sections. which could lead to errors particularly when 
-
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determining the bottom elevation and the water stage, and consequently the water depth 
for the field data. 
In the fieId the ratio between the local velocity of the underflow and the 
theoretical velocity of the front is smaller than the model's prediction. This difference 
becomes more evident as t h e  flow is close to the Lake, i.e. at McClurg, while closer to 
the junction the measured underflow pattern shows a fair agreement: with the field 
observations. This means that in the real case buoyancy forces are even more significant 
than inertial forces. In the field the velocity of the underflow does not accelerate as 
rapidly as in the model. Since the vertical density gadient is larger in the field, which 
would induce larger velocities, then in the field there must be more friction with the 
bottom, interface and walls in order to explain this behavior 
Accordingly by continuity, the overflow response is under represented in the 
model and this phenomenon becomes more acute as the flow is closer to the junction. At 
Mc Clurg, the measured overflow panern is parallel and relatively close to the one 
observed in the field. except for the location where the maximum occurs. On the 
contrary, at La Salle the difference benveen the set of model measurements and the set of 
field observations is significant. These differences could be induced by the effect of the 
wind on the surface flow and superficial discharges from nearby buildings, which are not 
represented in the model. 
Finally, the discrepancies between the model and the prototype are also due to the 
distortion of the model. According to the literature, in this type of models the flow depths 
are larger and there are greater vertical velocity gradients than in the prototype. which 
results in differences in the representation of velocity distributions over the flow depth. 
Chapter 5 Preventive Measures 
5.1 Introduction 
Density currents are capable of transporting contaminants for very long distances 
and this process can have an adverse impact on the water quality of the CR. In order to 
avoid or reduce this problem, structural measures were analyzed and tested in the model 
based on studies done to prevent saline intrusion in rivers. This approach is justified in 
the cases where the salt intrusion is usually modeled as a density current induced by an 
exchange current, analogous to the operation of the CR model. FoIIowing is a brief 
description of these methods. 
According to Jirka et d.(1988) there are three types of engineering control 
methods to prevent intrusion of salt water: Ventilrj control, static control, and dynamic 
control. In general these methods change the ambient channel geometry to locally disturb 
the force equilibrium between internal buoyant pressure gradients, interfacial shear stress, 
and convective acceleration. In this equilibrium the densimetric Froude number is  smalIer 
than the theoretical value of 1 or in practice less than 0.6 and 0.7 First, the Venturi 
control consists of a reduction of the channel width or the depth, in order to produce an 
increment in the local velocity and in the Froude number, thus it exceeds the critical 
value. This method requires a large reduction of the cross section to produce the desired 
results. Second. the static control is a barrier of any shape placed on the bottom of the 
channel to block the local salt wedge height. The heighr of the obstacle should be equal to 
the interface heisht in order to oppose the buoya.nt pressure force or at least equal to the 
zero velociry line to block the saltwater supply. The suggested height should be at least 
equal to 1.2 times the height of the zero velocity line. This would mean heights in the 
order of 50% of the water depth in the CR. Third, the dynamic control acts on the 
ambient boundary layer to alter the ambient velocity profile. This control can be attained 
through any obstacle of height that is of the order of the boundary layer thickness. Iike 
small barriers, steps, vanes or by some suction. Since the typical boundary layer thickness 
is 1110th of the water depth then the control devices should have at least that height. 
Consequently these devices are considerably more effective than static devices of equal 
height. 
The main disadvantases of the previous methods are that obstacles reduce the 
channel capacity and it also interfere with the navigation of boats durinvg spring and 
summer in the CR. Alternatively, there are other methods that could be adapted to the CR 
problem, such as flushing the channel with fresh water,,air curtains, and water barriers. 
Flushing warer with fresh water is one of the oldest methods but is very inefficient 
because large mounts of water are needed. -4Is0, in the CR system this operation couId 
impact negatively the water quality of Lake Michigan. There are also issues related to the 
limit on the diversion flow. 
Air curtains or pneumatic barriers, first analyzed by Abraham and Bur& (1961), 
are perforated pipes placed on the botrom of the channel or stream that release an upward 
air bubble flow which is perpendicular to the streamwise direction of the channel. This 
air flow nzises with the ambient: water crearing a mixture wliiclz density is lower than the 
ambient water, thus inducing a vertical current of water that reduces the salt intrusion. 
Recently, Nakai and Arita (2002) tried to clarify the flow-behavior around an air curtain 
and presented the hydraulic conditions necessary to prevent saIine wedge intrusion with 
this device. Their approach varies from previous studies in that they produce saline 
wedges not induced by a lock exchange and introduce physical concepts. According to 
their research, the ratios among three forces govern the behavior of the saline intrusion 
around the air curtain: the buoyancy due to the air curtain, the intrusion force if a saline 
wedge. and the inel-tid force of fresh water. For a certain configpration the saline wedge 
is prevented while in the others the intmsion is only reduced to a certain lengh. In 
- + 
addition to the prevention of salt intmsion, air curiains have also been successfuI1y used 
in .cornbination with warm water outlets for i ce-reducing purpose in 1aboratory and 
prototype studies and in the, Pitei Harbor in Sweden (Makitalo and Sandlcvist, 1985). 
Overall, this is a simple, flexible, inexpensive and easy to maintain method that reduces 
rhe salt intrusion. It also has ?he advantage to increase the dissolved oxygen in the river 
water. 
Finally, water barriers are vertical currents produced by pumping water that 
reduce the salt intrusion and they behave andogously to dimensional jer. 
Oehy (2003) studied the effects of obstacles, permeable screens, air curtains. and 
jets on reservoir sedimentation due to turbidity currents. The results showed that turbidity 
currents could be efficiently blocked with all the devices, except with the air curtains, and 
that these measures couId be applied to other density-currents related problems. 
Following the design criteria outlined in this study, the obstacles and screens are not 
suitable to prevent density currents in the CR. In the case of obstacles, the approaching 
flow must be subcritical. and the obstacle height must be at least equal or tw ice  rhe 
turbidity current height, which in the CR results in obstacle heights in the order of 3.5 m. 
For screens, the porosity should be smaller than 30%. and the screen heiglit at least equal 
to three times the height of the turbidity current. On the other hand. inclined jets could be 
a feasible alternative. For jets with inclination of 4j0, with a jet discharge per unit width 
approximately 10 times smaller than the discharge of the turbidity current, the opposing 
momentum of the jet must be 50 % higher than the momentum of the turbidity current to 
block the turbidity current. In the CR, the jet discharse would be about 0.005 rn"m/s and 
the momentum per unit width of the jets should be at least 0.0017 m"m/s, which resuIts 
in an exit jet velocity of approximately 0.2 mls. 
Based on rhe literature, it was considered that the most suitable means to reduce 
or prevent the density currents in the CR were air curtains, water barriers, and dynamic 
control devices. These alternatives were tested in the model with unsatisfactory results. 
These metl~odswere not effective enough to prevent the flow of the density current in the 
CR. The air curtain and water barrier produced some dilution of the mixture of salr 
mixture and retarded the front. The dynamic devices did not produce a major difference. 
Moreover, when testing these devices it became clear that rhe ~eometricdistortion of the 
model affected considerably the flow field, particularly near the bottom. Therefore, the 
experimental results should only serve as a guideline for future research. 
5.2 Solutions Tested 
5.2.1 Air Curtain 
The air curtain consisted of a rubber hose placed on the bottom of the model 
perpendicular to the sfreamwise direction of the flow at the cross-section M71 in the main 
stem that was immediate1y 0.25 m downstream o.f the junction. The hose was 38 crn in 
length and 0.6 cm (1/1') in diameter with holes of 1.5 mm in every cm in its axial 
direction. The air flow was supplied trough a compressor (C) attached to a hose 
connected to the air curtain through an air flow meter (FM).F i ~ r e5.1 shows the 
experimental setup. 
Junction 
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Channel Side View Detail of Air Curtain 
Figure 5.1: Experimental Set Up of Air Curtain. 
Two tests were performed under the following experimental condition. The 
inflow discharge of denser water was maintained at 3.28 lis (260 ft3/s in prototype), 
equivalent to a discharge per unit width of 0.13 11s at the location of the air curtain. The 
surface water elevation was set to an equivalent field stage of -0.50 m and the excess 
fractional density was 0.007. The air discharge tested was equal to 20 standard 
atmospheric pressure equivalents to a discharge of 248 cm"crn/s. In the first experiment, 
the air curtain was produced once the front of the current had reached the Lake. In the 
second case the air curtain was formed simultaneously with the release of the denser 
water. Then the flow behavior was observed. Figure 5.2  shows the results for the second 
scenario. 
Figure 5.2: Flow around the Air Curtain. 
In the first scenario, the air curiain lifted the underflow of salt mixture up to the 
surface and it produced mixing and dilution of the mixture. Part of the rising discharge of 
salt mixture entered the fresh-water side of the air curtain forming a convection cell. This 
mixmre then sank to the bottom and flowed towards the Lake. The new plunging zone 
occurred dose to cross section M67 and M66, 0.7 m downstream of the air curtain. In the 
second case the behavior was similar. The resulting underflow exhibited a smaller 
concentration and height compared to the original case, and it moved slowly, taking 
about 503 s to reach the Lake. After a while the original flow behavior was re-
established. According to Nakai and Arita this flow behavior corresponds to Type Ill in 
their classification scheme, which appears when the ratio between the buoyancy due to 
the air A and the intrusion force of the saline mixture B is large, and the ratio between the 
-4 and the inertid force of fresh water flow R is also large. It. is clear that in the CR the 
inertia of fresh water discharge is not large enough to counteract the buoyancy of the salt-
water underflow, independently of the air flow. For values of a=WB larger than 0.21 
these authors found that the saline wedge could be prevented. Therefore, assuming that 
this approacl~ is valid for the event of March 19, 1998, the required fresh water dischar~e 
would be approximately 0.09 m3/mls or 8.3 m3/s This is about 8 times larger than the 
discharge measured at Columbus Dr. Therefore this solution is inadequate to prevent the 
intrusion of the pollufed warer from the NB into the CR, although at a larser scale the air 
currain coula be more effective. The scaIe of the physical model is too small to reproduce 
the flow associated with an air curtain. 
5.2.2 Water Barrier 
The water barrier was conceived as a manifold made our of a PVC pipe 1.27 cm 
(112') in diameter placed along the top of the cross section 1M71with two branch pipes on 
each wall of the model that were extended to the bottom of the channel. These pipes, 
which acted as diffusers, were 1.27 crn (1/2') in diameter and had holes in them of 2 mm 
diameter every 2 crn from the bottom of the cross section, up to 25 cm from the bottom. 
Thus, two sets of jets with opposite transversal directions, that were perpendicular to the 
streamwise direction of the flow, could be produced. Figure 5.3 shows a picture of the 
experimental set up. The discharge of fresh water was supplied from a hose connecred to 
the main tank of the VTCHL which was attached to the flow meter in line with the 
manifold. 
The boundary conditions were similar to the ones for the air curtain and the flow 
discharge of fresh water was 0.6 l/s. This corresponds to 0.014 m3/m/s in prototype and is 
abour 3.6 times smaller than the density current discharse at that location. 
Diameter 
Figure 5.3: Detail of Water Barrier. 
The water barrier did not prevent the density current from intruding into the CR 
but it produced more mixing and dilution of the front than the air curtain did. Also, a 
change in the pattern of stratification of the SB was observed; it exliibited a uniformly 
mixed flow within the vertical, instead of the original two layer flow. 
- In the future, inclined jets on the bottom of the river could be studied 
following Oehy's design guidelines. 
. -
5.2.3 Directional Vane and Sill 
-4. directional vane-in combination with a siIl was placed on the bottom of the 
flume at the junction, as it is shown on Figure 5.4. The idea was to produce a dynamic 
control and direct the flow towards the SB. The heisht of this device was about one 
fourth of the local flow depth, which was actually an exaggeration to overcome part of 
the scale effect introduced by the venical distortion of the physical model. This device 
did not produce any significant changes in the flow, besides altering the layers closest to 
the bottom, in this case, the distortion of the model did not dlow for adequate testiny of 
any kind of structure conceived as a dynamic control. Perhaps, in the actual case a 
directional vane that guided the inflow from the NB to the SB, minimizing the intrusion 
to  the CR, could aid in the solution. 
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Figure 5.4: Location of Directional Vane and Sill. 
Chapter 6 Summary and Conclusions 
-4distorted physical model of the CR system tvas built in the VTCHL in order to 
study the potentid presence of density currents in the CR. The model incIuded the Main 
Bmnch of the CR extending to the North Pier Lock and Lake Michigan ro the East, the 
hB extending to Grand Avenue to the Norih. and the SB extending to Monroe Street. In 
order to fit the prototype section within the laboratory space available, it was necessary to 
choose a horizontal scale of 1 to 250 with a vertical scale of 1 to 20. The distortion of the 
scales was necessary so that the flow depths would be measurable in the physical model. 
The chosen scales resulted in a vertical disronion of 12.5, which is acceptable for this 
type of model studies. 
The first: phase of the study consisted in the analysis of field data and the results 
of the three-dimensional numerical model study to assess the conditions that could induce 
a bi-direcrional flow in the CR. The field data corresponded to measurements of flow 
discharges. water stages, temperature, conductivity, dissolved oxygen, and velocity 
profiles. Among these parameters, it was found that the density gradient between the NB 
and CR was the most siznificant parameter involved in the generation of bi-directional 
flows during the winter months. T l~edifference in temperature and in the content of 
solids between both branches originates this density gradient. The water in the CR is 
thermatly stratified in the vertical direction and along the longitudinal direction by effect 
of the Lake. During these types of events the CR exhibits temperatures close to 4 'C. On 
the other hand, the NB close to the junction presents a uniform temperature, above 4 "C 
and a higher content of solids than the CR. The source of this latter flow is uncertain but 
according to the inspection of flow discharges it could be attribuzea to the effluent of the 
North Side Water Reclamation Plant. In winter, about 75% of the flow in the h!B is from 
this plant. Further examination of new data and monitoring of the water quality in both 
branches during these events should clarify this point. 
Based on this analysis, the design and the construction of the hydraulic model 
proceeded. The design assumed the similitude of the densimetric Froude number between 
model and prototype, ensuring Reynolds numbers in the same range of flow behaviors. In 
the model the excess fractional density between the NB and CR was exaggerated 100 
- - 
times and it was achieved by using a saline solution as a surrogate for the heavier inflow 
from the hB. 
The experimental phase was aimed at understanding the hydrodynamic conditions 
that could lead to the development of density currents in the CR and identifying the main 
characteristics of this type of flow. The knowledge gained served to explain the behavior 
of the bi-directional flow observed in the field and its potential impact on the water 
qudity of the CR. The experiments were carried out in the hydraulic model for the 
following boundary conditions: a constant inflow discharge equivalent to 260 ft31s in the 
prototype; excess fractional densities between the NB and CR corresponding to 
equivalent of 0.00003, 0.00005, and 0.00007 in prototype: and water stages equivalent to 
+0.50 m and -0.58 IT. 
The experimental results were satisfactov aIthough the model was unable to 
represent all the features of the flow. Particularly. considering the uncertain5 in the 
boundary conditions and the measurement errors associated to the field observations used 
to establish the model's boundary conditions. The model captured the main 
characteristics of the field observations, such as the pattern of the velocity profiles. The 
experimental results demonstrated that a bi-directional flow could develop in the CR 
originated by density currents. Also, the model served to understand the bulk features of 
the mixing process dong the flow trajectory from the NI3 to the Lake. Mixing and 
dilution in the plunging region and at the junction was significant, while in most of t l ~ e  
CR these processes were irrelevant. h the model, density currents developed for very 
+ 
small densiv gradients between the inflow from the NB and the water in the CR, as it 
was shown~hrou$ the sensitivity analysis. 
The final stage was tlle study of preventive measures to avoid the formation of 
density currents. The structures tested were an air curtain, a water barrier and a 
combination of an underwater sill and directional vane. These alternatives were tested in 
the model with unsatisfactory results. The bubble curtain and water barrier produced 
some dilution of the salt mixture and retarded the front. Accordirg to a rough theoretical 
analysis of the hydraulic conditions, increasing the discharge of fresh water from the 
Lake towards the junction to S m3/s (283 ft3/s) could be useful in preventing the 
formation of density currents. The dynamic devices did not produce a major difference. 
Moreover, when testing these last devices it became clear that:the geometric distortion of 
the model affected considerably the flow field, particularly near the bottom. Therefore, 
these results should only serve as a guideline for future research. 
The future work should concentrate in analyzing the field data to establish the 
source of the "pollution" and boundary conditions that have lead to the bi-directional 
Row. The effect of the North Side Water Reclamation plant and other sources of inflow 
such as stormwater runoff from streets containing de-icing salt and discharges from the 
heating system of nearby buildings should be considered. Jn order to diminish or prevent 
the adverse impact of the density current in the water quality of the CR and Lake 
Michigan. several alternatives could be examined. Structural devices such as inclined 
jets. air curtains, dynamic controls and directional vanes could be tested in an undistorted 
scale model or with the help of a three-dimensional numerical model of the river system. 
The spatial domain should include the NB at least up to Grand Av. and the CR 
downstream of La Salle Sr Field experiments could also be performed to test these 
devices, especially in the case of air curtains. Also, changes in the operational rules of the 
system could be analyzed, for example to force a fresh warer flow towards the junction or 
changes in the operation of the sewage treatment plant. 
Finally, this study has shown that the Chicago h v e r  system exhibits conditions 
favorable for the development of density currents in winter and that further research is 
needed in order to facilitate the lnanagement of this important waterway. 
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,4BSTRACT. Bi-directional flow observed in the main branch of the Chicago River is 
due, in most cases, to density currents generated by density differences between the water 
in the North Branch Chicaso River and the Chicaso Rver .  An upward-looking 600-K& 
acoustic ~ & p l e rcurrent profiler was installed by the U.S. Geololcal Survey (USGS) in 
the center Iine of the Chicago River at Columbus Drive at Chicago, lL,to characterize 
these flow conditions. Bi-directional flow-was observed eight times in January 2004 at 
Columbus Drive. Tllree bi-directional flow events, with temperature stratification of 
approximately a°C, were also observed on the North Branch Chicago River. Analysis of 
these data indicates that the plunging point of the density current moves upstream or 
downstream on the Norrh Branch Chicago River, depending on the density difference. 
Complementary water-quality and meterologic data from January 2004 help confirm the 
mechanism causing the formation of the density currents. 
The City of Chicago, Illinois (L)and many of its suburbs lie within the glacial Lake 
Chicago Plain. The Lake Chicago Plain encompasses the Chicago, Des Plaines. and 
Cdurnet Rivers. Early explorers discovered and used the Chicago Portage, an area within 
Mud Lake that was only 4.6 meters (m) above the level of Lake Michigan and near the 
watershed divide beween the Mississippi River and the Great Lakes basins. Because of 
the low relief, the area was poor1y drained. The level of Lake Michigan in the late 1800s 
was only 0.61 m below the river banks, making subsurface drainage ineffective (Juhl. 
2005). 
Flow from the North Branch Chicago River 0%)and the South Branch Chicago River 
(SB) joined just north of present-day Lake Street (fig. 1)  and flowed eastward into Lake 
Michigan. Sewage discharged into the Chicaso River caused serious health hazards 
during the late 1800s as this sewage affected the drinking water supply from Lake 
-Michigan. In 1900, a canal dug by the Sanitary District of Chicago linking rhe Chicago 
River to the Des Plaines River (Mississippi River basin) was completed and reversed the 
flow in the Chicago River. This canal. the Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal (CSSC) is 
45 kilometers (km)from the SB to Lockport, IL. The CSSC carries waste waters away 
-
from the city and Lake Michigan . 
Today (2005), the Chicago River (CR) flows west from Lake Michigan, through 
downtown Chicago, and joins flow coming from the NB where it enters rhe SBICSSC. 
Flow in the CR is controlled by the Lockport: Powerhouse and Controlling Works (near 
Joliet, IL)and by the Chicago River Controlling Works (CRCW) and the Ch icgo  Lock. 
During summer, water from Lake Michigan flows into the CR through sluice gates in the 
CRCW and. because of lockages, thou& the Chicaso Lock at CRCW. Flow of water 
from Lake Pvlichigan into the CR during the summer montl~s,called discretionary 
diversion; is used to preserve or improve the water quality in the CR and CSSC. Dur in~  
winter, flow from Lake Michigan into the CR is smdl and typically results from leakage 
through the gates and sea walls at CRCW and some lockages. Other contributions to the 
CR discharge include water from direct precipitation and discharges of water used for 
cooling purposes from neishboring buildings. The NB carries runoff from the watershed 
upstream and treated municipal sewage effluent released by a water-treatment plant 
located 16 km upstream from the confluence of the branches. Most or all of this effluent 
is transported down the SB into the CSSC and then to the Des Plaines and Illinois Rivers. 
Discharge measurements made by the U.S. Geolo_rical Survey (USGS) beginning in 
1998, indicated bi-directional flow in the CR. Although the duration of this bi-directional 
flow was not known, it indicated the possibiIity that water from the NB might be flowing 
into the CR and perhaps even into Lake Michigan. The possibility of flow from the NB 
entering the CR meant that water quality in the CR, and hence Lake Michigan, might be 
impaired. 
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Fi-ouxe 1. T11c Clucago River and the Norlh and South Branches of the Chicago River al Chicago. a. 
Tile Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago (MWRDGC) 
manages the flow and quaIity of the CR. Because of the possible effects that bi-
directional flow may have on water quality, the MWRDGC contacted researchers at the 
Ven Te Chow Hydrosystems Laboratory (VTCHL) at the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign to investigate the possible causes of these flows. The staff of the 
VTCHI, suggested that the bi-directional flows could indicate the presence of density 
currents in the CR. It was hypothesized that these density currents developed because of 
differences in density between waters from the NB and CR. Density differences might be 
caused by temperature differences. or by the presence of salt or sediment in suspension or 
some combination thereof. Density currents are well known for having the capacity to 
transport contaminants, dissolved substances, and suspended particles for long distances 
(Garcia; 1991). 
The hypothesis of density currents in the CR was supported initially by the results 
from a three-dimensional hydrodynamic simulation conducted by Bombardelli and 
Garcia (2001). Field information is presented herein to s u p p o ~this hypothesis through 
the analysis of a unique set of water-velocity measurements (vertical profiles of three 
dimensional warer-velocity components) collected continuously by the USGS near 
Columbus Drjve on the CR (fig. 1) during January 2004. In addition, hydrolo@cal, water-
quality, and meteorological data collected by the USGS and MWRDGC are used as 
complementary information to both characterize the flow conditions at the NB and to 
evaluate the boundary conditions in the CR. 
In this paper, we first present a description of the available data. This presentation is 
followed by an analysis for the flow conditions observed during the entire month of 
January 3004. Density current events are identified b a e d  on the water-velocity records, 
and the main cl~aracteristics of each identified event are described (for example, duration, 
flow conditions in the NB. and average air temperature). Finally, one of the observed 
-
density current events in January 2004 is analyzed in detail, and includes an estimation of 
the force driving the underflow and the description of rhe time evolution of both the 
vertical velocity profiles and the bed shear stress. Causes for the observed flows are 
established based on anaIysis of the boundary conditions. 
2. DATA DESCRIPTION 
Most of the data analyzed for this study are velocity, backscatter, and temperature data 
obtained from a 600-KHz acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) manufactured by RD 
1nstruments1(fig. 2). The instrument was installed in an upward-looking configuration on 
the bonom of the CR ar Columbus Drive (CR-CD), in the center of the channel, 
approximately 0.8 km downstream from the Chicago River Lock. The CR is 55  m wide 
at this location. The water depth at CR-CD is held at a nearly constant value of 7.0 rn in 
the center of the channel throughout the year. The center of the ADCP transducers were 
located about 0.30 rn above the streambed. The ADCP was connected by means of an 
underwater cable to a computer in the USGS streamflow gaging station located on the 
south side of the CR-CD. Data measured by the ADCP were transferred from the 
computer to the USGS office in Urbana, IL, by way of a dedicated high-speed Internet 
connection. 
The ADCP provided continuous three-dimensional veIoci.ty profiles at a san~pling 
frequency of 0.2 E3z (a complete water-velocity profrIe is recorded every 5 seconds (s>>. 
The 600-KHz .OCP  was configured'to collect velocity profiles using a pulse-coherent 
rechnique lcnown as mode 5 in RD Instruments profrlers. Depth-cell size for the velocity 
measurements was 0.1 m and the blanking distance was set to 0.25 m. With this depth-
cell size and blanlcing distance, the deepest velocity measurement was made in a depth 
cell centered approsirnately 0.65 rn above the streambed. Therefore, no velocity data 
- < 
were available for analysis in the first 0.65 m above the streambed. Velocity 
measurements. . were also not possible near to the water surface because of side-lobe 
interference (Simpson, 2001) and decorrelation near the surface. This unmeasured region 
extended 1.3 m below the free surface for most of the p;ofiles analyzed. For the normal 
water depth of approximately 7.0 rn,valid water-velocity measurements in each profile 
were obtained for nearly 72 percent of the total depth. 
-4 temperature sensor mounted near the ADCP transducers (0.3 rn above the 
streambed) measured the temperature of the warer close to he transducer at the same 
Thc usc of tradc. product. or fin11namcs in 11Cs papcr is Cor descriptive purposes only and does not 
irnpl!. cndorscn~cntby 111e U.S. Govemnenl. 
sampling frequency as the velocity data (0.2 Hz).These temperatures measurements are 
primarily used by the ADCP to compute the speed of sound at the transducer face. The 
measurements from this sensor are also used herein to characterize the water temperature 
of the underflow caused by the density current. The technical specifications provided by 
the manufacturer state that the temperature sensor operates in a temperature range from -
5" Celsius (C) to 4j°C, with a precision of +/- 0.4"C and a resolution of O.Ol°C fm 
Instruments, 2001). In addition to water velocity and temperature, the ADCP aIso can be 
used to measure backscatter. Sound emitted from the ADCP is scattered by suspended 
sediments and other material in the water. The ADCP measures the intensity of echoes 
returned to the instrument, called received signal strength indicator (RSSI), using an 
arbitrary scale of 0 to 255 .  RSSl  profiles for each beam may be converted to backscatter, 
as measured in decibels. by accounting for propagation losses and other characteristics of 
tlie -4DCP. Backscatter can be used as a surrogate of the vertical distribution of the 
suspended sediment in the flow (Gartner, 2004). 
Figure 2. A GOO-I-tz acoustic Doppler cimcnt profiler installed at Clicago River at Colunlbus Drive at 
Clucago. IL. 
CornpIernentary hydrological and meteorological data are analyzed herein to 
characterize the flow conditions at the NB and to evaluate the boundary conditions 
presented in the CR system during a density current event. The discharge and water 
temperature at the NB are measured by the USGS at a streamgasing station located on 
right upstream side of &and Avenue bridge in Chicago (Lat 4lC53'30",Long S7C38'30"), 
about 1,000 m upstream from the confluence with the main stem of the CR. The 
streamflow gaging station. NB at Grand Avenue at Chicago. IL (NB-GA), has a 
SonTeWYSI Argonaut-SL (Side-Looking) current meter that is located at about half of 
the depth (1.55 m above the streambed) on the right bank. This side-looking sensor is 
used to quantify the discharze by the index-velocity method. In addition, a string of six 
water-temperature sensors are used to measure water temperatures at various elevations 
along the right bank at Grand Avenue. The water-temperature probes are located at 0.6-
m increments in the vertica1 with sensor 6 (T6) being the lowest in the water column 
(located at 0.15 m above the streambed at the wall) and sensor 1 ( T f )being the highest. 
Water-temperature time series for each sensor are available at a sampling frequency of 5 
minutes. 
Daily effluent discharges to the hJ3 from North Side Water Reclamation treatment 
Plant (NS WRP) are used here ro validate the USGS discharge data collected at Nl3-GA. 
The plant is located 16 km upstream from the Nl3-GA streamflow gasing station. A 
preliminary study (Manriquez, 2005) showed that more than 75 percent: of the observed 
discharge measured at Nl-GA is from the NS WRP effluent discharge. The plant has a 
design capacity of 1,260 million liters per day or a maximum daily discharge equal to 
14.6 cubic meters per second (m3/s) (Manriquez, 2005). 
Wind speed and direction used in the analysis were recorded at the Chicaso 
meteorological station that is operated as part of the real-time meteorological observation 
network operated by the Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory (GLERL). 
This station is located approximately 5 km offshore from the City of Chicaso. The 
anemometer is located at. 25.9 rn above station elevation. M.eteorolo$cal measurements 
are made every 5 seconds at the station and then averaged together and recorded every 5 
minutes. Meteorological data recorded by he Chicago O'Hare Internarional Airport 
rneteorolosical station (ORD). located 24 km from the measurement site, are used to 
evaluafe spatial variability in the aforementioned properties. The ORD data, m-hich 
include wind speed and direction, air temperature, snow depth, are available in 3-hour 
intervals. 
Results of preliminary studies (Bombardelli and Garcia, 2001, Manriquez, 2005) 
indicated that density current events in the CR are more IikeIy to occur during the winter 
season. For thar reason, the analysis reported herein focuses an flow conditions observed 
in January 2001. 
3. DATA ANALYSIS 
Water-velocity profiles recorded every 5 seconds during January 2001 at: CR-CD were 
analyzed to identify density current events. Based on the presence of bi-directional flow, 
a toral of eight density currents events were identified in January 2004. Characteristics of 
these events are shown in table I and include: starting time (in military time); duration of 
the bi-directional flow conditions at CR-CD; water temperature before the density 
current event occurred at both the sensor nearest to the streambed at hrB-GA and at the 
ADCP transducer at CR-CD; the mean daily discharse at Nl3-GA; and the mean air 
temperature during the event. The ADCP water-velocity data were not available during 
some periods during event 6: however, water-temperature data indicate that the bi-
directional flow persisted for more than 9 days, ending on February 3, 2005, at 11:35. 
A contour plot of velocity in the east-west direction from profiles recorded by the 
ADCP during 5 days (starting January 5 ,  2004, at 00:09 and ending on January 5, 2004. 
at 23:jS)  is shown in figure 3. A bi-directional flow is detected in this plot starting 
January 7, 2004, at 13:37 (ensemble 3524002). During this event, the lowest part of the 
flow is moving east (to the lake) whereas the upper pm is moving west (to the 
confluence). The bi-directional flow conditions persisted at: CR-CD for more than 64 
hours. 
Ensernbla Number 
Figurc :. Tiine serics of cast velocih [rids] profiles lneasured at Clucago Rrver at Col~m~busDrive at 
Cl~icago.IL. slarlins h 1 1 ~ ~ 1 1 ~5 ,  2004. at 00:09 (enser~lble-3479744). Dark lines define different stages in 
TabIe 1.  Characteristics of the density current events at the Chicago River at Columbus 
Drive at Chicaso, L. 
No. 	 Slarl ur. Walcr Ter~iw1°Cl Disclu-v~e[n?lsj >:i r 'l'c rr ij: 
Time Ills] NB-GA CR-CDh!-GA ["c] 
" Estimated. 192.6 hours of the r o d  duration included in Ja111.larq-2004 
"= 
S~rc?ti[iedconditions iiz N3 during the evelit at CR-CD. 
Discharge estimated using discharge Irorn NS WRP planl. 
1-

Figure 4. Near-surface (TI) and mar-stxcan~bed(TQ time series oC water texnperature recorded at: Nodl  
Branch Chicago kve r  at Grand Ave. Clucago. IL. 
The time series of water temperatures recorded for the near-bed ( T a  and the near-
surface (Ti)temperature sensors at the M-GA streamgaging station are shown in figpre 
4. Three temperature stratification events were observed at hB-G-4 in January 2001, 
occurring simultaneously with the density current events 4, 7, and 8. The maximum 
observed differences in water temperature between the deep and the shallow sensors at 
NB -GA were 3.g°C, 3.7OC, and 3.OCCfor density current events 4,7, and 8, respectively. 
For each event, the upper part of the water column was coldest. Meteorological data also 
indicate that the 3 days .with the lawest mean daily air temperature for January 2004 
occurred at the beginning of each of these three events. 
During the periods when thermal stratification was observed at NB-GA, it appears 
that there were also bi-directional flows at this location as well. The index velocities 
. -
measured at this site by the Argonaut SL confirm this flow condition. Nesative velocities 
(in other words water was flowing upstream at the elevation measured by the Argonaut 
SL) were measured during the periods with thermal stratification conditions at M-GA 
(fig. 5 ) .  Negative velocities were measured in the upper Layer of a bi-directional flow. If 
the discharges at NB-GA are computed using only the existing index-velocity rating 
developed by the USGS, negative net discharge will be computed for these time periods. 
This result, however, does not agree with the records of the effluent discharge from the 
NS WRP located 16 km above this section. For these events, the discharges computed 
using the measured index velocities are not valid and the values for discharge at NB-G-4 
reported in table 1 correspond to the daily mean effluent discharge at NS WRP. 
The time series of wind-velocity data from the GLERL station were analyzed, and no 
relation was found between the occurrence of the bi-directional flow at either CR-CD or 
hB-G-A and the presence of wind blowing in the upstream or downstream direction in 
each branch. Some wind effects, however, were observed on the shape of the vertical 
profiles of water velocity recorded at CD-CR during a density current event. These 
effects are discussed later in this paper, for the density current event starting on January 
7, 2001. 13 7 12 
Fiprc 5 Indcs ~clocitiesand the difference bemeen near-bed (To 2nd near-surface ( T I )  narcr 
lc~~zpcmturcs~ncasurcdat thc North Branch Chicago Ever  211 Grand A~eilueat Clicago. IL. 
Density current event 4 (see table 1 for details) starting on January 7, 2004, at 1337 is 
described in detail in this section. As previously mentioned, stratified conditions were 
present at NB-GA during this event. At the time-whenthe event was observed, extremely 
low air temperatures were observed in Chicago (< -5°C) (see table I). The time series of 
water temperature recorded by five different sensors (T6 is nearest to the streambed and 
T1 is nearest to the water surface) located at NB-GA, along the ADCP water-temperature 
sensor (TO) located at CR-CD are shown in figure 6. The averase air temperature 
recorded at ORD meteorological station during this event was -5.1°C and the minimum 
was -9..?t°C. As the bi-directional flow s tm s  (January 7, 2004, at 13:37 ), the water 
temperature recorded by the -4DCP at the centerline at CR-CD increases from 24°C to 
6.2"C, approximately the same as the water temperature observed by the water-
temperature sensor located nearest to the streambed at NB-GA at the same time. This 
result seems to indicate that underflow water coming from NB is present as an underflow 
at CR-CD. 
F i g~ r c6 Watcr terupcrature lncasured al North Bmich Clucago River at Grand Avenuc (hB-G-4) and thc 
Clucago R i ~ c rat CoIumbus Drive (CR-CD). Chicago. IL For hB-GA sensor TG is localed nearest to I l~e  
streailibed and 7'1 is Iocalcd nearcsl lo fl~ewater surJacc Cor thc six-leiuipcrature string. 
Stases in the development: of the density current within the event were delimited based 
on periods with liomogenous vertical, velocity -profile patterns for velocities in the east 
direction (see fig, 3). Stage 1 is completeIy unsteady and includes the time d u r i n~which 
the velocity profile changes from a well-mixed condition to a developed density current 
profile (stage 2). For stage 2, the scatter of the instantaneous velocity profile recorded by 
the ADCP when compared with the mean computed profile in the stage is shown in 
h,we 7. The mean velocity profiles observed in each stage are shown in figure 8. Stage 6 
also presented a highly unsteady behavior; the mean profile for this stage, included in 
fi&re 5&d characterized in table 2, represents the flow conditions observed on January 
, - -9, 2004, between I 6 :1S and 19:Oj. 
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Figure 7 . Instafianeous and nlcan Ielocity profilcs in the easterly direction measured a1 the Chicago RRer 
a1Col~~t l~busDrivc at Clucaso. It.during stage 2 or the Januan 7 .3004. evenl. 
East Velocity [ c d s ]  
; + - g e  1. +stage 2 t-Stago 3 +Stage 4 +Stage 5 + S t a g e  
Fi,pre S. Mean velociv pmfjlcs in 111e easrcrly directio11 ineas~~redat the Chicago Rivcr at Coltunbus Drke 
at Clucago. IL.during drfferent stages of thc dens@ currelit eyela starting Januan. 7. 3004. 
The main flow characteristics observed at CR-CD for each stage of the density current 
event starting January 7, 2004 at 13:37 are included in table 2. The flow characteristics 
included in this table are: starting time (in military time) of each stage, duration, 
discharge per unit width in the underflow q,,. depth of the underflow H,the layer-
averaged velocity in the underflow Il,.an estimate of the relative difference in density 
drivins the flow R = (p,-pr,l po (po is the ambient water density) and the shear velocity, 
I / " .  Average values for stage I and 6 are not included in table 2 because of the strong 
unsteadiness observed in those stages. 
The layer-averaged velocity, U, is defined from the observed east velociq (Vemr) 
profiles via a set of moments (Garcia, 1994) through the ratio of the integrals indicated in 
equations (1) and (2) below assuming that P =1. 
( I  
The parameter R is computed using the observed average profile for each stavge based 
in the following relation: 
The shear velocity zr* is computed for each stage based on the assumption that the 
lower portion of the underflow velocity profile presented a logarithmic shape. The 
number of poinr pairs (velocity, distance above the streambed) used in the log-law fitting 
were 3, S, and 12 for srages 2, 3, and 4. respectively. 
Tablc 2 .  Floa c1;rraclerislics Tor each stage or the densih current event obsen-cd at Clzicago a v e r  ar 
Colu~uibusDrive a1 Clucago. IL. starting Jmmn 7.2001. 
Stage 	 Start Dur. qu H I,: R LI * 
Tine 
* His conil~utedfor lhs siagc as Itlc porlion of ~ h eflow depth with positive east ~docitics. 
Wind data at GLERL station were analyzed to evaluate the boundary conditions 
during the different stages in event 4. Time series of the average wind speed and the wind 
direction (03=from north, 90°=from east) recorded during the analyzed density current 
event are shown in f i ~ r e9. .4t stage 1 and 2, the wind blew from west to east at speeds 
ran9ng between 5 and I0  meters per second jmls). The wind changed direction with very 
slow speed in stage 3 and then blew from east to west most of the time in stages 4, 5, and 
6 (average wind speed around 10 mls). Wind data of ORD meteorologicd station also 
were analyzed and included in figure 9 to represent:the spatial variability of the data and 
to validate rhe assumption that the wind conditions at CD-CR are acceptably well 
represented by GLERL data (recorded around 5 krn away from the measurement site). 
The same pattern is observed in figure 9 for the time evolution of the wind data for both 
locations. 
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Figure 9. T h e  series of average and ORD ineleorolo~cal 
Underflow velocity profrIes recorded during stages 3 to 5 of the analyzed densjty 
current event were made dimensionless and plotted in figure 10 based on the parameters 
common1y used in turbuIenr wall jet studies. This approach has been used in  other density 
current studies (Kneller and Buckee, 2000, Gray and others, 2005). East velocities 
(b , , , , )  were made dimensionless by dividing them by the maximum observed value 
(b>usf,,,,)whereas the distance above the streambed (Y )  was divided by the distance 
above the srreambed corresponding to the point where the underflow velocity value is 
equal to h d f  of the maximum observed value (I;]?). For stages 2 to 5, the dimensionless 
profiies all had approximately the same shape. This result indicates the density current is 
the process driving the underflow for stazes 2 to 5. For example, a wind-driven flow 
would result in different dirnensionIess profiles than those obtained from these data 
Figure 10. Diil~cnsionlcss n'aler-\.clocin. profilcs rccordcd at Cl~icagoRixecrat Coluinbus Drive a1 Clucago. 
IL. during drCCcrcnt stages of event nnumbcr 1. 
East Velocity Icm(s.1 
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Figure 11. Verrical profiles of acoustic backscaner rcponed by ADCP a1 Chicago River ar Colu~libusDrive 
-a1 ClGcago. IL. for dlfferenl stages 01 the hellsih- current event. slarling Jalluan 7 .  2004. TIE values 
included in 11e plo~s  are averaged values reported ror the fonr ADCP beams. 
..The average acoustic backscatter levels observed for the four .4DCP beams in each 
stage are plotted in figure I I. These profiles can be used as a surrogate of the vertical 
distribution of the suspen-ded sediment in the flow (Gartner, 2004). During the density 
current event, the profiles indicate that the greatest acoustic backscatter occurs in the 
underflow, which in turn indicates that the highest levels of suspended sediment are in 
this region (0  to 2.5 rn above the streambed for stage 2). Inconsistency, however, is 
observed in some of the deepest bins for stages 2 and 3 that could be generated by the 
technique ljsed to compute backscatter for observations in the near field. The presence of 
suspended sediment in the undeflow during the density current event agrees with an 
increase in the suspended sediment in the hTB according to daily water-quality 
measurements of the treated effluent from the NS WRJ? plant at the NB (Catherine 
0'Conner, MWKDGC, written commun., 2005). The water-quality data indicate elevated 
suspended-solids concentration (SS) values (above background levels) during the period 
from January 5, 2004, and January 10, 2004. The SS values [in milligrams per liter 
(m-a)] for the first 2 weeks of January 2004 are shown in figure 12. 
F i ~ ~ r e12. Tiine series of suspended-solid concentmtions ill eMuen~of i%e North Side Water Reclamation 
Pl:m on tl~cNorth Branch Chicago hve r  (dava pro~idedb ~ .MWRDGC). 
Finally, the time series of east water-velocity values recorded by the ADCP at 
different depths were analyzed to describe the different random process (for example, 
turbulence, internal waves, driven-force pulsing, and others) presented in the flow at the 
time that each signal was.recorded. The time series of east water velocity recorded by the 
ADCP at the deepest bin (0.64 rn from the streambed) at CR-CD during stage 2 of event 
4 (starting January 7, 2004) is shown in figure 13. A steady signal is observed for this 
stage with an average east velocity value of 9.4 centimeters per second (cmls). 
. . 
Garcia and others (2005) presented some tools to evaluate the capabilities of acoustic 
sensors to sample the flow turbulence under different flow conditions. One of these tools, 
a dimensionless pou7er spectrum, is used here. A minimum dimensionless sampling 
frequency F=fL IJc =I is required to get a minimum description of the flow turbuIence 
(Garcia and others, 2005, fig. 7). The parameters J L, and IJc represent the instrument 
sampIing frequency, the length scale of the energy containing eddies in the flow, and the 
flow-convect it.^ velocity, respectively. For staze 2 of event 4, a value of F = 4 (higher 
than the minimum required value) is computed by using f= 0.2 J3z and assuming L is of 
the order of H = 2 m and U, is of the order of the observed east velocity, or 0.1 mls. 
Higher values of F (Iarger H and slower velocities) were obtained for other stages of ?he 
analyzed event. 
Figt~re13. T im  series of east \Taler velocin. recordcd at Clucago River ar Colur~ibusDrive at Chica~o.LL. 
at bill 1 (0.64 m above tl~estreai~~bed). 
Figlrrc 14: Poncr spectnrm in the Irequenq domin  of the time series OF east wakr I elociry recordcd at 
Chicago Rn'cr at Colunibus Dri1.c at Clucago. IL. represellled in figure 13. 
,4 value of F higher than the minimum required indicates that Borne turbulence 
characterization would be possible from the recorded signal. The dimensionIess plot, 
however, presented by Garcia and others (2005) is based on the assumption that the 
signal noise is much smaller than the turbulence energy for all the analyzed frequencies 
Wig11 values of Dopp!er noise, which are included in the recorded signal, reduce the value 
of maximum useful frequency (Garcia and others, 2005). The power spectmm computed 
from the velocity s ipa l  plotted in figure 13 is shown in f igre  14. The Doppler noise 
energy level is detected as a flat plateau (white noise characteristics) at frequencies 
higher than.fi = 0.01 Hz. A vaiue of F = 0.2.< 1 is obtained using the value of 2f, instead 
of f in the computation of dimensionless frequency. This result indicates that no 
description of the turbulence can be made because the turbulence process occurs at: 
smaller time scales where energy is dominated by the Doppler noise. 
Although no description of the flow turbulence can be performed on the basis of the 
water-velocity signal recorded by the - D C P ,  other periodic random components in the 
flow with frequency smaller than 0.OlHz (length scales longer than the turbuIence 
structures) can be described using the recorded series. 
Figure 15: Autocorrelation function 01 thc casl vclocitl; time series recorded Clucago Rivcx al Colu~i~bus 
Dri\c al Clucago. IL. at di€rerentdrsiance abo5.c tbc sl~cca~~lbedlor stage 2 or evem 4. 
The random periodic processes presented at CR-CD during stage 2 of event 4 can be 
detected based on the computed autocorrelation functions plotted in figure 15 for the 
+ 
recorded east velocity signals at six different distances above the streambed. Two main 
random periodic processes can be detected for all the flow depths with periods around 
180 and 4,500 s. In addition,-the signal recorded dose to the density current interface at. 
stage 2 (2.54 m and 3.54 m from the bottom) present a new random periodic component 
with a period of the order of 1';200s. 
The vertical profile of standard deviation of the time series of easr velocity signal for 
stage 2 of event 4(Januay 7, 2004), is shown in figure 16. A venical profile of standard 
deviation generated only by the turbulence process during a density current event should 
show the highest values of turbulent energy near the bottom and in the interface between 
the under and overflow. A uniform vertical profile, however, is observed because no 
turbulence descl-iption is achieved by the instrument and because almost the same random 
periodic components were observed throughout the flow depth. 
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Figre 16. Vertical profile 01 srandard dtiiation of the rime series of cast velocity signal recorded at 
Chicago River a1Colulnbus Drive a1 Clicago. IL. for stage 2, 01e\.ent 4 (Januan 7.2004). 
4. DISCUSSION 
A total of eight density currents events were detected at CR-CD based on ADCP 
velocity-profile measurements. Bi-directional flow conditions were observed for a totaI 
of 441 hours in January 2004 (59 percent of the time). These conditions indicate that 
density current events occur frequently at CR during winter periods. Events, as short as 5 
hours and as long as 9 days, were observed in the period with a wide variability in the 
main characteristics of each event (see table 1). The water temperature recorded near the 
streambed at the centerline of the CR-CD cross section increased at the time when the 
density current event started from the ambient fluid temperature at CR-CD to the 
temperature recorded by the seisor nearest to the streambed at m-GA  at the same time. 
This resu1.cindicates tl~athe underflow coming from XI3 is also detected as an underflow 
at CD-CR. 
Three bi-directional flow events with temperature stratification conditions were also 
observed at NB-GA (see figs. 4 and 5). Each time that a bi-directional flow event was 
observed at hrB-GA, a density current event was also observed at CR-CD. Flow 
conditions observed a1 Nl3 and CR during event I are illustrated in f ip re  17. Other 
density currents events were observed at CR-CD when no temperature stratification was 
observed at NB-GA. For such events, this result may be explained if the plunging point 
for the density current occurred downstream of NB-GA. 
The location of the plunging point depends on the characteristic of each density current: 
event (relative difference in density) and the NB flow discharge. Manriquez (2005) 
analyzed this behavior through laboratory experiments performed on a distorted physical 
model (horizontal scale 1250;  vertical scale 1:20) of the CR system. Manriquez (2005) 
found that for the same discharse at hB,increasing the density of the underflow caused 
the plunging point to migrate ilpstream in the NB, sometimes upstream of NB-GA. 
Therefore, for the weakest density current event, bi-directional flow would not like1y be 
observed at NB-GA. The presence of the bi-directional flow at NB-GA would require 
changes to the methodology for computing discharge at this sration. 
I I 
Figire 17. Scheiuatic view or flon conditions ob s c~cddnring cvcnt 4 at junction 01 Ibc Chicago fiver.  
North Bmnch Chicago Ri~er .aiid 1 1 ~South Branch Cllicago River. 
The driving force for the observed density currents events could be caused by different. 
factors, including temperature differences, salinity differences, and differences in 
suspended-sediment concentration. Water temperatures at hB-GA are dways higher than 
- .  
at CR-CD in the winter period according to historical data for both branches (James J. 
Duncker, USGS, written commun., 3005; see table I).  FIOW- in the NB at NB-GA4 
consists mostly of effluent discharge from the NS WRP pIant. The averase daily 
temperature of the effluent during January 2004 was 11.8"C with a standard deviation of 
1.1°C.The only time thar warmer water results in denser water (without the presence of 
hi@ suspended-sediment concentrations or salinity) is when the temperature ranges 
between 0' C and 4' C (see fig. 18). The maximum possible relative difference in 
density R (assuming temperatures of 4°C and 0°C for the NB and CR, respectively), 
however, is 0.012 percent smaller than the values of R estimated for some of the events. 
This result indicates that other factors are causing the difference in density. 
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Figure 18. Water dens* as a function or r l ~ ewater tenlpernt~re(suspcndcd-solid conceiltralion or salinit?-
effects arc not included in this mQsis). 
An increase in suspended-solid concentration of the effluent of the NS W W  similar to 
the increase observed for the density currenr event 4 started at January 7, 2004. (see fig. 
12) was observed for events 7 and S (see table 1j. This increase was also detected in the 
acoustic backscatter profiles (see fig. 11 for profiles of event 1). 
Salinity in the effluent discharsed to the river could increase as a result of salt 
applications to roads and subsequent inflow from streets or other areas to the treatment 
plant. Based on data-from the ORD meteorolo$cal sta~ion,0.1 m of snow depth was 
observed 06 January 5 ,  2004 and the snow stayed on the ground (decreasing in depth) 
until January 14, 2004. Zt seems likely that, because of this snowfall, salt was applied to 
the roadways. Water-quality data for the NS WRP indicare elevated chloride 
concentrations (above normal levels) for at least two of the eight obsgrved density 
currenrs events in January 2004 (events 4 and 8). 
Event 4 is one of the strongest density current events observed durins January 2004. 
The maximum underflow velocity recorded at CR-CD during this event was 0.12 mls. 
The shape of the bi-directional, vertical velocity profile changes during the event. Six 
stases were defined during the event in order to define periods with quasi-steady 
behavior that were longer than 4.8 hours. 
Different processes were investigated as a possible cause of the unsteady behavior in the 
vertical profif es of event 4 (for example, changes in time series of difference in density, 
wind effects, and backwater effects from locks). A quasi-uniform underflow discharge 
per unit width observed in stages 3 to 5 of event 4 (see table 2) would indicate that the 
unsteady behavior does not result from changes in the difference in density-driven flow. 
It is possible that the steadiness could result because of backwater effects from the locks, 
which would result in the depth (thickness) of the underflow being less at the beginning 
and greater towards the end for the entire event. The January 15 ,  2004, event (number 6) 
indicated an inverse time evolution (the depth of the underflow was greater at the 
beginning and less towards the end). An analysis of event 6, similar to the one performed 
for event 4, showed the same pattern in the relation between the depth of the underflow 
and the wind speed and direction (see fig. 9): wind blowing in the downstream or 
upstream direction would generate underflows that have a greater or smaller thickness, 
respecrively. Thus, wind speed and direction provided the best explanation to the time 
evolution of the east velocity profiIes 
Underflow velocity profiles recorded during stages 2 to 5 of the analyzed density 
current event were made dimensionless in f i ~ r e10 using the parameters colnrnonly used 
in turbulent walI jet studies (Gray and others, 2005, Kneller and Buckee, 2000). Although 
the average east velocity profiles for the different stases within event 4 had different 
shapes, a good collapse was obtained when these event profiles were made dimensionless 
-	usins the above-mentioned approach. -
No turbulence parameters could be esfirnated based on the measured east velocity time 
signal because of the noise energy level of the signal; however, main features of the other 
random periodic processes presented in the flow field could be represented for stase 2 of 
event 4. Two scales were ~bservedfor all flow depths. The first scale. of the order of 180 
s, cou1d be generated by a local effect: and the second scale (around 4,800 s or 1.33 hours) 
could be generated by a large-scale Random periods of the order of 1,200 s (20 
minutes) were observed in the velocity sigals  recorded near the interface. These signals 
could represent the period of the interfacial waves. 
5 .  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This paper presenrs evidence for rhe occurrence of density current events in the Chicago 
River system. A unique set of water-velocity profiles recorded at the Chicago River at 
Columbus Drive provide the primary basis for the analyses presented here. 
Analysis of the complementary meteorological and water-qualit y daza collected in 
January 2004 indicate that the presence of bi-directional flow is not restricted only to the 
main stem of the Chicago fiver,  but aIso could travel upstream on the North Branch 
depending on the density difference of the generated underflow. The greater the density 
difference, the farther upstream on the North Branch the plungng point is observed. This 
result is an important consideration for projects designed to minimize the occurrence of 
the density current events because design alternatives need to consider all parts of the 
Chicago River system, including both the North Branch and South Branch . 
The data obtained from velocity and temperature measurements indicate that bi-
direction21 flow is a common feature at Chicaso River at Columbus Drive (CR-CD) and 
at North Branch Chicago River at Grand Avenue (Nl3-Gh)during January 2004. The 
characteristics of the observed events indicate that there is no single cause for the 
development of density currents. For one event analyzed, the difference in temperature, 
suspended sediment, and salinity contributed to the driving force of the underflow. 
Analysis of meteorological information measured simultaneously with the water-velocity 
data indicated that vertical profiles of the underflow at CR-CD are strongly affected by 
wind speed and direction. The continuous record of water-velocity data recorded by the 
ADCP allowed detection of three different random, periodic processes. 
On the basis of the analyzed data, the following suggestions are offered for consideration 
regarding future monitoring and streamflow computation. 
o 	An upward-looking ADCP should be installed in the river at the USGS 
streamflow gaging station, h% -GA. 
o 	A string of water-temperature sensors should be installed at the USGS 
streamflow gaging station, CR-CD. 
o 	Consideration should be given to the installation of salinity and other water- 
quality probes at NB-GA and CR-CD. 
o 	 The methods used to compute streamflow at the streamflow gaging station, 
NB-G+4, should be altered to account for the presence of bi-directional 
flows. 
The research summarized in this paper was supported by both the U.S . Geological Survey 
(Ofice of Water Surface) and the Metropolitan Water Reclamation Diswicrict of Greater 
Chicago. Comments from Dr. Jim Best provided valuable insights for the data analysis. 
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Table 11.1 Summary o f  Experiments 
Run+ Date Location , O V  Conductivitv 
1 2/2/2004 McClure YES NO 
2 2/3/2004 McClurg YES NO 
3 3/6/2004 McClurg YES YES 
?a 1 2/23/2004 1 IVIcClurg 1 NO 1 YES 
4b 
I ] 2/23/2004 I La Salk I YES I/ NO 
7 1/30/2004 Columbus 1 YES 
-
8 2/25/2004 Columbus 1 NO 
10~2/10 /2004Wabash- -YES 
11 211312004 Wabash YES 
13 2/18/2005 LaSalle 
----- 
YES YES 
1 15 
14 
16 
1 3117/2004 
2/20/2004 
311812004 
1 Franklin 
La Salle 
Franklin 
I YES I 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
1 
17 311912004 Franklin YES NO 
18 
19 
20 
3/31/2004 
41712004 
4/9/2004 
UpstrearnNB 
Upstream NB 
Upstream NB 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
NO 
YES 
23 6/9/2004 / Columbus 3 YES I YES 
24 6/22/2001 / ~olwnbus3 
25 1 6/23/2004 1 Columbus4 [ YES I YES 
Temperature (C) Salinity(%) Density (k@mqongYudjnal Velocity (m/sj ~i; 
Temperature (C) Sa'inlbi%) Densib (kg1m3~ongitudinatvelacity (mls) Ri: 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Run #8 Columbus1 
Temperature (C) (%) Velocity jmls] ~ iDensity (kg/m3~ongjtudinal i 

Temperature (C] SaliniQ (%I Density ( k ~ m ~ ~ii~ ~ ~ ~ ~velocity (m/s) 
Run #I 1 Wabash 
Temperature (C) (%) Densb (kg/m"l,,gitudinal Velocity jm/s) ~ i :  
Run 512 Wabash 
Temperature (C) Salinity '%! Densb (kgm3~ongitudinalVelocity (mls) R!: 
Run #I3 La Salle 
Temperature (Cj ('%) Density (kg/m310ngitudinal jm/sj ~ i :  
Run #14 La Salle 
Temperature (C) ~ e n s b(k@m3iongitudinalvelocity [m/s) ~i: 
Run #15 Franklin 
Temperature ( c )  Salinity ('%) Density (kg/m3~,,gitudina[ Velocity irntsj ~ i :  
Temperature (C) (% I  Density (kg/m"l,ng#udina[ Velocity (m/sl ~i: 
Temperature t Salinib velocity tmk] ~i:C! Density (k@m3~ongitvdinal 
Run # 21 Columbus 2 
Temperature (Cj (%j Densib (kg/rnqongitudinal velocity (m/sl RI; 
Run #22 Columbus 2 
Temperature (C) Sa[inib Densib (k@l'I13iongifudinal Velocity <m/.j)(%I ~ i i  
~ ~ ~ 
Run #23Columbus 3 

Temperature (Cj Salinib Density ( k g ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ i i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~(%I Velocity [m/s) 
Salinlb (%) (kgfm3~ongitudinal Velocity irnls)Temperature (CI Densib Rii 
Run #26 Columbus 4 

Temperature (12) (%I velocity (m/s)Densib (km3iongitudinal ~ i i 
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-- 
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Run #5 Columbus1 / Mean Velocities Turbulent intensities 

File Depth Good I Vs Vy Vz 

C M  cm/s
% / r m l s l c m / s  
CDlU 1.22 / 5.02 -0.16 0.05 

CD2U 3.36 / 4.91 0.02 -0.02 59.43 19.08 111.37 

CD3U 3.30 89.27 18.38 110.08 

Run # 6 Columbus 1 
Mean Velocities Turbulent Intensities 
- -
% cmls cmls cmls 
CD2u 2.23 87.87 4.99 -0.21 0.06 2.27 1.55 0.39 
CD3u 3.36 $2.40 5 . 3  -0.19 -0.01 2.32 I .SS 0.53 
CD4u 4.30 85.87 5.04 -0.25 0.05 2.44 1.90 0.47 
CDSU 5.41 86.67 4.95 -0.34 -0.06 2.29 1.79 0.45 
CD7p5~  7 91.07 7 0.01 -0.22 1.15 1.11 0.29 
CDlOu 
CDl2u 
10.15 
12.11 
82.40 
88.00 
5.23 
4.83 
0.49 
0 . 8  1 
-0.72 
-0.75 
------
2.44 
2.34 
2.55 
2.55
-
1 
0.54 
0.54 
CDl5u 15.18 82.80 2.78 -0.05 -0.45 1.88 1.94 0.38 
CD30u 19.91 82.67 -2.72 0.25 0.03 1.93 1.60 0.40 
CD30u 29.89 90.27 -3.08 0.02 -0.01 1.56 1.27 0.28 
- 
----- 
- 
- 
-- 
Run #I1 Wabrash 
Mean VeIocities Turbulent Intensities 
-
File Depth I Good Vx Vy v z  m s [ ~ x ' ]/ ms[vy'] -rmsrvz'] 
cm cmls) % c m / s l m B n / s v c m i s  
Waupl 1.30 80.27 -3.06 -1.11 -0.18 2.80 1.78 0.47 

Waup? 2.32 79.60 -3.51 -0.56 -0.19 / 2.75 2.23 0.55 

1 
.. -.  -- - ...... - .. -
Waupl2 12.16 56.9; -3.94 -0.03 0.13 1 1.OO 0.95 0.22 

WaupZO 96.67 Ern- 0.83 0.18 

waup25 25.00 91.53 1 2 7  -0.13 -0.13 0.99 0.95 0.30 

Waup3O 30.17 93.07 3.77 0.24 0.14 1.70 1.01 0.36 




Run #IS Upstream NB 
Mean VeIocities Turbulent Intensities 

rms[Vxl] rrns[Vyi] rms[Vzf]

f -

CODD2F22 22.43 93.24 -3.74 0.10 0.23 0.39 0.42 0.17 
C O D D ~ F ~ S25.00 91.18 -3.6s 0.15 0.14 0.50 0.39 0.12 
CODD2F27 
Superficial 
27.26 
33.00 
90.76- -3.58 
-2.85 I 
0.05 0.19 0.49 0.46 0.15 

- 
-- 
 
-- 
- -- 
- -- 
-
- -- 
--- - 
- -- 
Run #25 Columbus 4 
Mean Velocities Turbulent Intensities 
File Depth Good Vx Vy 1 Vz rms[Vxi] rms[Vy'] rms[Vzf]
. - -
cm % cmls cmls cmls cmls cmls cmls 
1.00 m T T T ]  0.70 0.62 0.19 

CODQCF3 3.00 95.52 1 3.S0 -0.16 1 -0.63 0.68 0.73 1 0.20 

CODQCF5 5.00 0 18 

CODQCF7 7.00 0.17 

CODQCFl o  10.00 0.26 

CODQCF13 -12.00 93.69 -1 . 6  0.00 -0.32 0.93 0.47 0.24 

15.00 93.'2-1.76 10.40 0.47 0.35 0.17 

CODQCF20 20.00 91.58 -2.37 0.06 0.12. 0.36 0.38 1 0.22 

CODQCF35 25.00 92.58 -2.17 0.09 0.08 0.38 0.39 0.08 

CODQCF27 27.00 95.80 -2.21 0.03 0.08 0.44 0.47 0.10 

0.42 0.48 0.11 
